A Peculiar People

Then . . .

"With a sigh, or a squeak, or a grunt, or a groan—
The Spirit inspireth every one."

. . . And Now? See Page 387
Centering Down...

“UNITY is a matter of growth in which differences may be useful and spiritually productive. It is not the same as unanimity.”

Minute of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting of Friends

“REMEMBER THAT the weightiest Friend is not necessarily weighty in all matters; seek to assess the value of individual contributions. Do not forget that the silence of some is often of greater significance than the speech of others...”

London Yearly Meeting’s Advice to Clerks

...And Witnessing

LANCASTER (PA) Monthly Meeting has been considering an appeal to Congress to enact an immediate moratorium on the construction of nuclear power plants. Health and safety as well as nuclear waste disposal are the principal factors being stressed. Recommended is “a crash program to develop alternative energy sources... such as solar, wind, geothermal and tidal energy.”

FEELING THAT “the (present) trend is for government to project military actions into situations which are really deep social issues around the world, not susceptible of any significant solution by military means,” Honolulu Friends Meeting, through its Peace and Social Order Committee, has undertaken a letter-writing campaign, starting with President Ford and Secretary of State Kissinger, to “protest the recent threats made to oil producing countries.” Other churches will be asked to join in the campaign.

SAN FRANCISCO Friends Meeting’s April Newsletter carries a note about a group working for lower power rates for small users; higher ones for large businesses. Their slogan turns “People’s Gas and Electric” around to form E. & G.P., “Electricity and Gas for People.”

ADELPHI, BETHESDA, Charlottesville, Langley Hill, Sandy Spring and Washington (DC) Friends Meetings are cooperating on a rotation basis in supplying weekly visitors to the Petersburg (VA) Prison. According to The Capital Quaker, “the meetings for worship and discussion times together with the Federal prison’s inmates are much valued by everyone who participates.”

“The Friends Church of Detroit,” notes the Lancaster (PA) Monthly Meeting newsletter, “asks our support of the boycott against all consumer products from Japan and Russia until the Japanese and Russian whaling industries abide by the conditions of the International Whaling Commission to prevent certain species of whales from becoming extinct.”

The cartoon and caption on the cover and the illustrations accompanying the article by Milton Mayer that begins on page 387 can be found in Quaker Reflections to Light the Future, an excellent pictorial history of the first two centuries of Quakerism available from FGC, 1520 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA for $3.00. The book’s description of the cover cartoon reads: “Every Friends meeting reflects the variety of the human race. Here a cartoonist assembles on the facing benches a gallery of odd-looking Friends, all wearing the plain dress.”
A Peculiar People

by Milton Mayer

THIS IS THE third annual Henry J. Cadbury Lecture, delivered at the 1975 meeting of Friends Publishing Corporation last March in Philadelphia. The Friends Journal has—with Milton Mayer's permission—altered the manuscript by substituting nonsexist nouns and pronouns for the traditional terminology. Milton feels that our usage is substituting nonsexist nouns and pronouns for the traditional language (and therefore a very poor prospect linguistically). The pronominal s/he resists inflection and defies pronunciation. The usage as a whole discommodiates written (and jaw-breaks oral) discourse, and it is employed both capriciously (e.g., woman, human abide) and inconsistently (e.g., God remains He). Worst of all, its insistence lays open the serious issues of women's liberation to trivialization, even to ridicule.” Milton’s latest book, The Nature of the Beast, has just been published by the University of Massachusetts Press.

I have long carried an unwritten letter in my pocket, a letter addressed to all potentates and powers, all tax-collectors, lawyers, doctors, and grocers, and all avenging angels and ferrymen plying the River Styx. It reads: “Please give Milton Mayer safe conduct and provide him with the things he needs, which may not be the things he thinks he needs; and charge same to my account. Signed, Your friend, Henry J. Cadbury.”

Henry has not withdrawn his protection from me, but he is no longer Johnny-on-the-spot. I am a big boy now, and I have got to try to take care of myself. I ought to be able to because, after all, I’m a Quaker. But how do I know I am a Quaker? I stand before you a well-fed, well-clothed and well-housed American, and for those three reasons ill-prepared to stand before you.

How do I know I’m a Quaker? I know only that one evening long ago, my bishop said to me, “Friend Mayer, why isn’t thee a Quaker?” My bishop was Norman Whitney, as he was bishop to so many of us Service Committee aparat-chicks. Rather than defy his episcopal authority I proceeded to pronounce myself a Quaker. The relevant Friends did not give vent to their uneasiness and so my pronouncement stuck.

But how do I know I’m a Quaker? The melancholy events of the past two years in our national capital have turned my attention to one of my fellow Quakers in whom there is that of God and, on the basis of credentials, considerably more of that than there is in me. He was born a Quaker, as I was not, and grew up (as I did not) in a Quaker (or half-Quaker) home. He attended a Quaker school in a Quaker community, as I did not, and was graduated, as I was not, with honors. But when I try to determine what unites him and me as Quakers, I confess myself bewildered. When Adolf Hitler visited Vienna and for the first time saw an old Chassid in his caftan, his yarmulka, and his ringlets, he said to himself, “Is this, too, a Jew?” So, too, as I look upon my fellow Quaker with his impeccable credentials I am tempted in my unbecoming arrogance to say, “Is this, too, a Quaker?” I am saved from Pharisaism only by realizing that, in his becoming authenticity, might more credibly look down on me from his eminence and say, “Is this, too, a Quaker?”

How am I to know I’m a Quaker? I submit that the question is harder to answer than it was three hundred years ago. To become a Friend in those days, and to go on being one, was a burdensome, wearisome thing. People became Quakers because they had to. There was no other choice left open to them in their agony. As Quakers they would be mocked and despised and set upon. But they knew that they would be refined in the crucible of suffering—for the Lord had spoken—and that there was no stroll through the garden of Gethsemane. Their Meeting for Sufferings would defend them to the limit of its poor power against their tormentors public and private, but its power was poor.

Of course, there was, and there is, no necessary merit in being tormented. Torment was simply an incidental, if ineluctable, consequence of the early Friends being strangers in Egypt; and it seems still to be the mark of the hopelessly unconformed.

We latter day Friends are not much tormented, at least not by non-Quakers. The Meeting for Sufferings has joined disownment and the vermiform appendix in unregretted desuetude. To be a Quaker, even a nominal Quaker, is a fine thing now and no great handicap in popular politics. We are more than inoffensive; we are acceptable among our acceptable neighbors. We were once regarded (when we were regarded at all) as a peculiar people; something that would hardly be said of us nowadays. If we are peculiar nowadays, it is because most men and women are peculiar nowadays. By and large we are pillars of an evidently crumbling social order; comfortable Quakers, discomfited by the same doubts and distresses that discomfit our fellow-citizens generally. We are good people, good enough, as a peculiar world giveth; but how do we know that we’re Quakers?

The question plunges us at once into the heady—and hearty—considerations that presently beset the Society, questions which the Faith and Life Panel heroically belabor even now. The question is at bottom a theological question and nothing else. There is no other question remotely as crucial to the conduct of a human, not to say a Quaker, life as that of God’s existence and His power and providence. By comparison there is no other question at
all. As a religious Society in a nonreligious age we may be
thankful that the singular nature of this question is becom-
ing apparent to a growing number of Friends.

And, one may say, high time. One cannot speak with
Friends at home and abroad without encountering a con-
cern with the deliquescence of the secret power that Bar-
day found in the Meeting for Worship. The Meeting is cer-
tainly in some disarray these days, at least in the liberal
persuasion.

The superficial reasons for the disarray would appear to
be three. In the frenetically mobile society the geographi-
cal community, including the Quaker community, has dis-
appeared. Monthly Meetings more and more represent dis-
persed areas and dispersed Friends. If we are no longer
strangers in Egypt, we are becoming strangers to one an-
other. Few are the Friends these days who in early or mid-
dle adult life change their abode in order to be near other
Friends.

In many Meetings some of us vanish, and when it is
asked whether we have died or transferred or backslidden,
it is revealed that the vanished members are simply on
academic sabbatical. This is a consequence of Quaker-
ism's modern attraction to educated and educational peo-
ples. Surely a much higher proportion of us are profession-
ally connected with teaching and learning than in any
other communion. Such was not the case among early
Friends, some of whom were illiterate and almost none
of whom had any access whatever to the higher learning.
Some of them spoke and wrote well; some magnificently;
and some, it would seem, with the gift of tongues. But the
"professors" of whom Fox spoke so disparagingly were
not the college professors of the present membership.

The "healthy skepticism," so-called, of our age, having
originated and flourished in the academy, has drawn aca-
demics to our ranks—which is itself a comment on our
theological condition. A side effect of this great change has
been a triumphant increase in verbalism both in and out
of Meeting. We schoolmarms are great verbalists in the
the true Western sense of syllogisticism. We are the heirs of
the Greeks, given to rational discourse either nonmystical
or analytic of mysticism. I have actually sat in Meeting for
Worship and heard Friends (and not just attenders) argue.
But Quakerism is surely mysticism or it is nothing.

Let me observe, in passing, that the wages of teachers
having lately risen to the splendid American level, their
increase in our numbers, besides having elevated our dis-
course, or din, has improved our internal economy to the
point where, if we had any great sufferings, we could
finance them. I mention it only in passing, and in passing
I add that, although I am a school dropout myself, I would
hotly repudiate the inference of anti-intellectualism from
the foregoing observations.

But the most pervasive source of our disarray, and the
issue that takes us directly to the theological questions that
animate the Faith and Life Panel, would seem to be the
pressure to conform our ways to the conditions, and more
especially the tastes and sensibilities, of the time and place
we live in. The doctrine of adjustment to the environment
is the most pernicious of all social doctrines. A good man

or woman must by definition be a bad member of a bad
society. A good man or woman in the last ages of Rome
would have done the opposite of what the Romans did.
Fox and his friends were notoriously maladjusted to their
environment. How could they have been otherwise? How
can we be?

But people seek comfort and solace in a time and place
like ours and some of them find it, or think they may find
it, in a matrix that does not require them to fit a mold;
that makes no inescapable demands on them; that lets them
"set loose." And so some of them come to us. "Shopping
around," as don’t we all, they find themselves in Friends
Meeting. And there is no reason why they shouldn’t, seek-
ers that they are, knowing in their bones that they want
faith in something more stable than steel-belted radial tires,
something more binding than tax-exempt municipal bonds.
And some remain, and become a special glory to the So-
ciety of Friends. And some fall away having never fallen
near and move on or back to I-Ching or group dynamics
or pentecostalism, or to sensitivity training or minority or
majority liberation, or to wide lapels, foot massage, or pri-
mal screaming. The wow-this-is-it-man marketplace, which
in my time was pretty well limited to the Ouija board,
Couëism, and psycho-analysis, has never offered such an
opulent variety of sure cures for the human condition.
Within the past ten days I have seen, in Garden Grove,
California, a drive-in church billed as the forty-acre shop-
ning center for Christ and in Dallas, Texas, a billboard
urging me to play ball for Jesus. Seekers all, brands in the
burning, all of us.

But even those of us who do not consider ourselves
evangelical are acutely aware that we must pass and, pass-
ing, hand the custody of Quakerism over to the rising gen-
erations. These younger seekers on the whole know what
they don't want: they don't want the world as it is. And
that in itself is heartening. The Lord does not require a
blueprint of his children. He requires them only to cease
to do evil and only then learn to do good, only to walk in
His path while He shows them His way. How well we
know that it is not as hard to think up the right thing to
do as it is to stop doing the wrong. We who are old have

George Fox on Pendle Hill
1652
made a shambles of the world; we are in bad case to de-
mand of those who will follow us that they devise some-
thing better to put in its place.

But to make room for them we are tempted to do what
is necessary to make them feel at home in the very home
in which they have not been happy. And thus we are sore
deviled by the plausible temptation to “get with it,” to
show ourselves hep, to adjust—adjust, of course, not low-
er—our sights to the level of popular vagaries of our time.
The problem is not a new one for us. We Friends in, I’m
afraid, considerable numbers, have not known just what
to do, in our own generation, about manners and, more
especially, morals; we have long been shaken, shaken by
the problems of ostentation and luxury and profligacy; by
the problems of the warmaking state and its ever-hardening
demands for subservience; by the problem of failing and
faltering faith in a time and place which makes gods of

or surviving, recognize ourselves as a Society of Friends.
Will our light, such as it is, dissipate as it diffuses?

Still, dogmatic assertion is peculiarly worrisome to our
Quaker heritage. We no more cotton to test testimonies
than we do to test oaths. Our beginnings were in large
measure a rejection of the empty formalism of the Estab-
lished Church, with its emphasis on assertion and the dis-
parity between credo and creed. We did not much like out-
ward insistences of any kind. And so, when one of the con-
tributors to the Faith and Life discussion asks if Quaker-
ism involves our avowal of Christianity, we recoil; avowal
goes against the Quaker grain, contemporary and historical.
We have always been afraid that the letter killeth; we have
always believed that not all they that say, “Lord, Lord,”
shall enter the Kingdom; yes, and that not all they who
say, “No Lord, No Lord,” shall be excluded. And so we
have eschewed catechisms and constitutions along with

gadgets and spurns the fountain of living waters as re-
gressive superstition; by the problems of adultery and di-
vorce and the disintegration of the family; by the problems
of chemical stimulants and depressants disguised or un-
disguised as medicaments; in a word, the problems of our
own self-indulgence in the self-indulgent society that de-
plores not the self-indulgence of its children, but the aber-
rant character of their self-indulgence. What rowels us is
our children’s rejection of wall-to-wall carpeting.

We have long been shaken to the foundation of our
Quaker origins and their stern requirements freely and
joyfully assumed, and we shall continue to be shaken,
walking in the noonday as in the night. We do not know
where to draw the line; still less, whether the unwritten
articles of our peculiar commitment permit us to draw the
line at all. Our uneasiness mounts apace. Do we reprobate
the “situation ethics” of the day as impermissible to us
and, if we do, do we assert a permissible ethics? I am not
in the least confident on this point, but, as I contemplate
our own and others’ history, I wonder just how loose we
can set, and set so reputedly, and still survive as a Society,
I make bold to suggest that this is a pitfall which the early Friends escaped. When they advised one another to "mind that which is Eternal," when they advised the king that "the spirit of Christ is not changeable," they seemed to be aware of the ancient philosopher's view that there are absolutes set before us just as the bull's-eye is set before the archer, though the arrow will in all likelihood never reach it. These early Friends seemed to be aware of the equally ancient warning to the sailor, that one who will not answer to the rudder will answer to the rock. If we do not know where we want to go, how shall we know which way to turn when we leave the mark? We know ourselves too well to suppose that amiable sentiments, however eloquently maintained, will set us straight and keep us straight. Our kind hearts would be sufficient unto the day if only we were not furnished too with unruly bowels.

We need to be soldiers, and if we recruit, to recruit soldiers, not for a summer but for the duration. Enlistees abound while the band is playing, but thirty-year dogfaces are hard to find. The classic observation that the passions of the young are quick to rise and quick to subside is validated ten years after Selma and Martin King's dream. It is more difficult to be a good soldier at 30 and 40 than it is at 20, more difficult still at 60 and 80. We need to be Henry Cadburys at 90 and to enlist Henry Cadburys.

But we are hard put to address ourselves to the task, harder still to contemplate its completion. For we mean to be consecrated to healing, not to rending, to free and unreserved unity, not to division. And we know that we do not heal and unify, at least not in the short run, by saying, "This is how I know I'm a Quaker," and, by irresistible implication, "This is how I know thee is not."

We are told, and truly told, that "probably no other religious group so small and insignificant in size, so loosely organized, and so tolerant of diverse points of view has existed anywhere for so long"... that "human contriving alone has not kept it going"; and that in this phenomenon "the invisible hand of God may be at work."

Now G. K. Chesterton was no irreverent man when he confected the couplet, or borrowed it from Bello: "How odd of God—to choose the Jews." Quakerism may be another oddity. Still, "the invisible hand of God" is a pleasing inference and a pleasing prospect. But it may not be irreverent to ask if an invisible hand besides God's isn't also at work in the Society of Friends, as it seems to be elsewhere: the hand that led Christ up to the mountaintop and spread before him the disadvantages of a reasonable compromise with the world as it is.

We have been tolerant because it is good to be tolerant. But we have been tolerant because we wanted to be tolerated, too. We shall not resolve the dilemma of pluralism insofar as it confounds the great society in religion no less than in politics. If capitalisms is right, communisms, its antithesis, is wrong, and there can be no detente in principle and only a makeshift truce in practice. So, too, if the precondition of salvation is to be a Baptist, the Roman Catholics are lost, every man-jack of them. If the Catholic creed is good, the Baptist creed is bad. If our Quaker way is a salubrious way, other ways may be salubrious only insofar as they do not contradict ours. This much must be obvious to any mature infant of syngnostic disposition.

The dilemma of pluralism in the great society, and the thorny issue of ecumenicism, is beyond us. What is not, and must not, be beyond us is the theological answer to the question, "How am I to know I'm a Quaker?" Does our answer have to be "Yea Yea" and "Nay Nay," or doesn't it? Do we have to blow hot and cold rather than tepid, or don't we?

The issue is phrased variously as "normative" versus "descriptive" Quakerism, as "liberal" versus "evangelical" Quakerism, as "Christian" versus "universal" Quakerism. Now "normative" is what Al Smith used to call a two-dollar-and-a-half-Circuit-Court-of-Appeals word. To be normative is to command, and Quakerism's witness against commanding and being commanded by men is its most spectacular witness. The first Friends did not much argue about civil disobedience; they were under the commandment to obey God rather than humans, and that was all there was to it. Twenty years ago when the churches of California were commanded to take an oath of loyalty to the state, and Quakers and Methodists and Unitarians were debating the matter and considering the devastating consequences of their refusal, I met a nonpolitical (of course) Jehovah's Witness on the street and said to him, "What are the Witnesses going to do about the loyalty oath?" He said, "Oh, we swear not at all. Matthew 5:34" and passed on.

The St. Louis Conference from which the Faith and Life Panel emerged found two theological questions at bottom: "What is the place of Christ in Quaker faith and practice?" and "What is the Quaker source and understanding of religious authority?" I tremble to set foot where the heroic angels of that conference had to overcome their fear to tread, but in the modern spirit of conglomeration I ask how nearly these two questions can be merged.

The second question goes, of course, to the Bible; for we do not take the words of Fox and his friends to have been incontestably supernatural. Language is fallible, for
language is the work of humans and humans are fallible. If God revealed himself to the writers of Scripture—the people who recorded Revelation—there never has been and never will be a definitive exegesis, for language is fallible; if it were not we would be as gods. A literal reading of Scripture is a self-contradictory concept; the more significant the term, the less susceptible it is to univocal definition. Fallible people will never be able to say precisely what other fallible people were trying to say. The Parables were not a trick or a bit of show biz. They were the sharpest possible way to ignite the inner light whose fitful flicker uncertainly penetrates the murk of language.

It was the babel of what the early Friends called “the professors”: the learned splitters of words and hearts and skulls that persuaded the early Friends that we are spoken to directly, when we are open to being spoken to, without the benefit of contestant intermediaries in pulpit or school.

This was and is the heart of our mysticism, and it denies the machinations of the head which beats against other heads and all of them against the wall of arrogance and arrogation. “And the vision of all has become unto you like the words of a book that is sealed, which men deliver to one who is learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee; and he saith, I cannot; for it is sealed.

“And the book is delivered to him who is not learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee; and he saith, I cannot; for I am not learned.”

I hold this truth to be self-evident: that it is humanly impossible either to maintain or dispute the inerrancy of Scripture. It is humanly possible only to torture it and ourselves, and other people, and in the end kill and kill and kill to decide whether bread and wine are body and blood or whether the Godhead is three persons or three persons in one.

May I suggest, then—I know I may not, but Friends will forgive me—that we can ask the two theological questions in terms of the first: the place of Christ in our Quaker faith. Here my contribution is less than nothing. I know (as don’t we all) that Christ was originally central and that there could have been no Quakerism that spurned or depreciated his centrality. We are happily familiar with the occasion of Fox’s coming to Quakerism. It was that im-

memorial opening at which he realized that “there is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to my condition.” The context compels us to the certainty that by “one” he meant “one only.” This much I know; it is a disquieting thing to know, and it may be that the Twentieth Century, as it has nullified so many other knowledges, has nullified this one, too.

If it hasn’t, I suspect that the brave men and women of the Faith and Life Panel may find the answer to their theological question, and to our practical question, in the light of that experience of the Founder, and conclude, for all their fallibility and the fallibility of language, that there is no contradiction between the Christ within and the Christ of the Gospels.

I submit that it wants no exegetist, or professor, to discover that Christ commanded three things of those who, believing in him, would do the things he did. He commanded that there shall be neither Greek nor Jew, that is, no racism; that there shall be neither friend nor enemy, that is, no war; that there shall be neither bond nor free, that is, no exploitation of human by human.

Our position (and in considerable measure, our practice) on racism has been clear and ever clearer. But the reality of the past twenty years is catching up with us, to our satisfaction. We Quakers are, however, a white Society. We are a white Society because we are a Society of the well-heeled elite, and the non-whites are the poor. As economic emancipation proceeds—and the emancipation will be economic or it won’t be at all—we are confronted, for all our good practices and better professions, with a new phenomenon: the common Caucasian difficulty of reaching out to the acutely self-conscious black who, when he was a slave and his master called him a black, said, “I am not a black; I am a man.” The struggle for brotherhood and sisterhood involves sensibilities with which our experience has to some extent equipped us. It has been a long struggle, and will be yet but a gratifying one in which we rather well know our modest role and our modest capabilities.

It took us a century, for all our professions and practices, to free ourselves from the tolerance of chattel slavery. But our bondage to war and exploitation continues and, to our horror, perhaps increases. We pacifists used to be wrong. We used to be wrong because we talked as if war were the only social evil. But we have turned out to be right. Without war the whole world could live. Without war the desert could be made to blossom like the rose and population would not outstrip food. But in our time our country has surrendered unconditionally to war. We Americans and we American Quakers are the world’s war-makers everywhere in the world.

But the peace testimony of the first Friends claims us still and there is no reading it two ways: is there a pacifism other than absolute pacifism to which a Quaker may repair and still know himself or herself for a Quaker? How do I know I’m a young Quaker if I go to war? Or a much more painful question is, how do I know I’m an old Quaker if I support war? My government finds that fighting people are a dime a dozen; all it asks of me, old Quaker that I am, is my dime to buy a dozen fighting people with.

The first Publishers of Truth recovered Christ’s recipe for winning the hearts and minds of persons. We latter-day Publishers can not and do not attempt to refute Penn’s pleas that we try what love will do, “for if men but see that we love them, they will not want to injure us.” How am I to know I’m a Quaker?
How am I to know I'm a Quaker when capitalism, which is war, sets every person against every other and calls upon the old stranglers, us Americans, us American Quakers, to strangle the new stranglers who suddenly challenge our unjust and unholy advantages? Are we who in our beginnings drew so many of Cromwell's Levelers, are we to come to terms with the profit system just because people have not yet found the way to be lifted up to the absolute communism of Christ's own congregation after the Pentecost? Are we, at the last, to be complacent with the doctrine of dispossession that holds it to be a matter of right, even a matter of righteousness, that I may gorge myself while my brother or sister hungers?

How am I to know I'm a Quaker in a time of inconsolable despair, in a time for mortal trial; in the time of the end when the love of many waxes cold and I am to be hated of all nations for his name's sake? How ready am I with my testimony, I who have ground the faces of the poor and sold death at a profit on the free market everywhere? Have I, old Quaker that I am, already sunk into a new period of quietism, dragging my Society down into it with me?

We were once ranters, we Quakers. We met to worship, but we did not need a Meeting or a Meeting House. We maintained, as we still need to maintain, ourselves as a church for no other purpose than to further our mission to the world. The world cries out for light, and I have had three hundred years and more for the light within me to kindle.

I am enjoined, if Christ is the measure of Quakerism, to be perfect as my father in heaven is perfect. It is no hard thing to be perfect, and it demands a simple witness of me. That witness is revealed in the homeliest possible fashion in a fable told in the Gullah dialect of the Sea Islands of Carolina. A farmer on his way home from the field one winter day picks up a frozen snake and puts it in his bosom.

De Man hab uh pitiful h'aat, en, alldo' him know Snake w'en 'shum, 'e sorry fuhr'um, en' 'e say to 'eself, "Dishyuh po' creetuh duh Snake, fuhr true, but 'e mos' freeze to de't, en' ef Uh yent sabe'um, him fuhr dead. Uh shame fuhr gone een me wawm house en' leff'um out yuh een de fos', 'en de win', 'cause de same Gawd wuh mek him, bin mek me. We all two Him creetuh, enty? Berry well."

The snake is restored by the warmth and sinks his fangs into the man's breast and the man dies, saying, in reminiscent words,

"'E sa'be me right, 'e sa'be me right fuhr trus' a snake."

The fable ends with a non-Aesopian moral:

Man wuh ent hab no fait', Man wuh s'pishun ebb'rybody, en' nebbuh trus' nobody, ent fuh hab no trouble bout Snake, 'cause ebb'ry time somebody crack 'e teet', de s'pishus Man look een 'e jaw see how 'e fang stan'. But Man lukkah dat, nebbuh tek nobody close 'e buzzum, en 'e h'aa't fuhr stan' lukkuh ashish, attuh de fire gone out, 'tel 'e dead!

Man wuh hab fait', lukkuh Gawd tell'um, him h'aa't fuhr wawm long ez 'e lib. But, sometime, 'e yent lib berry long, 'cause, de closuh him hoI da t'ing to 'e h'aa't, de mo' bettuh him fuhr sting'um enty?

'E stan' so!

Oh, I'm a Quaker, all right. But I have libbed berry long enty?
Improving the Quality of Life

by Dean Freiday

IF NOT all Quakers are enthusiastic about the World Council of Churches, very few I think would have objections to the Council's recent report on Science and Technology. In fact, some at least will be positively grateful for a very meaningful, informed and well updated "peace testimony." For essentially that is what it represents.

Perhaps best-known among the 130 carefully chosen participants from 44 countries in the technological study is Margaret Mead. Both the American and British Associations for the Advancement of Science were represented by officials or staff. The American Economics Association was represented by Kenneth Boulding, its past president. Victor Paschkis and John Beer were other American Friends involved in some of the conferences and consultations during the five years the study was in progress.

About ten years ago a sharp polarization began to be apparent in most denominations between personal-salvation and service-oriented missions directed to the relief of disasters, refugee problems, and the creation of economies capable of furnishing minimum standards of living. Quakers have long been familiar with both approaches and are increasingly reconciling the two.

The phrase in this report which bridges the salvation-service gap is "quality of life." As Christians, we are called by Christ to be reborn and to live lives of an altogether different quality than if they were governed by our own values and our own efforts.

The technology report states: "There are many obstacles to a better quality of life, some of them extremely subtle and difficult to overcome. For some technology itself is the villain—a systematic, rationalized, managerial manipulation of people and things leading inexorably to dehumanization."

Yet "technology's capacity to enhance the quality of life is also a fact... poorer people everywhere look to it with hope. The course indicated is" not a uniform program of advanced technology of the type we are familiar with, but "the adaptation of technological processes to suit the values of individual cultures." Many countries are just coming into the industrial revolution, and new hand ploughs can be much more useful than tractors which require expensive gasoline and knowledgeable mechanics to repair them.

We have forgotten that industrialization is a cumulative process which requires development of skills and opportunity for widespread involvement if a small percentage of the population is not to take unfair advantage of the "cheap labor" of the majority. "Finding successful strategies for altering existing patterns of life depends first of all on understanding how current systems work."

"It is [also] important to view the problem whole, to see how actions taken in one sphere [or place] can have consequences in apparently remote areas." To cite two concrete examples in the report: "The building of higher chimney stacks in Great Britain" to reduce pollution there, "results in more acid rains in Scandinavian countries." Converting buses to streetcars "and trains removes pollution from the streets to the power-producing plants that drive" them.

We need to remember, too, that we are more aware of pollution than the underdeveloped countries. Although it is fast getting critical for us, it is approaching those conditions on a global scale more rapidly than we think is expected to be "doubling every fourteen years."

Most important of all is a single hard fact of global existence: "the majority of the present inhabitants of our world are hungry, ill-housed, and poor." Yet, in spite of this, "the number of human beings on our earth will double in the next 35 years... The overwhelming issue is how to provide adequately for those now living on earth and the added billion anticipated within ten years."

"Financial help to needy countries in the order of $10 to $15-billion has been cited as a necessary minimum. Yet
to assume that such a sum can be secured is said to be unrealistic, although the rich part of the world alone squanders more than $290 billion per year on armaments” and is doubting “this figure every twelfth year.”

The report proposes that “the first priority” to be set as a result of this study should “be the world food issue; and the second the energy crisis” since, although “the present world is to an alarming degree unaware of the fact, . . . its present policy on population, food, water, and several other resources is taking it on a collision course.”

The most immediate need is for member churches to urge their constituents “to reduce food waste and unnecessarily high consumption of food in developed areas.” “What amounts to a protein empire has been built on prevailing trade patterns, with Europe and Japan as dominant recipients.” To illustrate with a specific commodity, “the United Kingdom, Italy, and the Federal Republic of Germany have each received far more grain than India” in the international shipments that were set up to relieve shortages. And “no less than half the [worldwide] ocean catch moves as fish meal to the feeding troughs of the satisfied world.”

When we look at the energy situation, what are the alternatives to the high dependence on oil which provoked a world-wide crisis? One is the nuclear power option. But if uranium sources are not to exceed requirements by about 1985 this will depend upon a shift to breeder reactors

“Future social systems should not tempt our weaknesses, but rather appeal to our possibilities of manifesting love and trust in human relationships.”

which produce more fuel than they consume. But “the technology of breeder reactors is by no means proved.” And there are “unsolved waste-disposal problems,” as well as need for “an accident-proof design.” “There is no prospect of these reactors taking over a significant fraction of the energy burden before the mid-1990’s.”

The use of “wind, wave, and solar inputs” is recommended, although these “income” sources of energy—as they are called to distinguish them from those which use up our “capital” resources of fossil fuel—are dependent upon a technology still in its infancy. “Electricity genera-

... the Gospel challenges our ‘natural’ hopes for well-being and rearranges them into a new form ...”
of this world’ in the sense of an affluent, secure and contented life; we are not promised that we shall be given all that we want.”

“On the contrary, the Gospel challenges our ‘natural’ hopes for well-being and rearranges them into a new form, a form which is both more realistic and more lasting. Nor is there an immutable content to our hopes. This will change as Christian experience, knowledge and understanding change; but the object and ground of our hopes, and their certainty, remain unaltered.”

“Quality of life” is not just a catch phrase without specific content. What the Church is asking “of societies in our time [is] that they meet basic human needs: that they provide adequate food, clothing, shelter, and health services. And it also asks that they provide people with certain opportunities and freedoms: to apply their energies to creative activity, not simply to perform drudgery—to play, to celebrate, to contemplate, to adore.”

“Human beings need to seek new life styles—styles which do not depend upon the escalation of economic growth involving the exhaustion of the earth’s resources, destruction of the land, the sea, and the air; styles which avoid large dehumanizing machine-like bureaucratic and industrial structures, which fragment communities and alienate human beings from God, from themselves, and from each other.”

“History, as it arises out of, depends upon and also shapes nature, is ultimately purposive, grounded in God and under his sovereign care.” “We are passing from an attitude of power—of mastery over creation—to one where we need to participate in it, live within its midst, hold it in respect.”

“We are responsive to God because we are made in God’s image, and responsible before God because we must become God’s likeness. We are called by God to participate in a continuing creation and we are given power by God as long as we keep faithful to the intention of creation. The goodness of nature is at our disposal only as long as we are acting for God.”

**MORE FORUM: Simplicity**

Dear John Staib

John boy, methinks that thou dost protest too much. So why is a green lie (F 4/15) so much worse than a white lie or a black one? Won’t you concede that white and black lies may indeed be employed to the unmeasured hurt and/or disadvantage of the deceived, whereas your green lie never is used to such an end? Your idea that “the sole purpose” of an artificial flower is to “deceive the observer” does not consist with either fact or logic. The purpose of the artifice is to delight the observer, sometimes in places where the genuine article would be impracticable. The more perfect the deception, the more acceptable the artifice. Suppose I am completely fooled, what harm is done me in any way? Rather than being offended, why shouldn’t I rather salute the genius who could construct so perfect a model? And if he can make it, why shouldn’t I enjoy it?

I suspect your indignation springs from your occasional lapse of discernment in distinguishing the true from the false. But not all the beholders would be so affected, probably not most of them. Why curse the cunning, mayhap beautiful deceiver for its near perfection, with nervous energy you might much better assign to admiration for the genius of its maker? You honor God for the glory of his lilies in the field, why not remember that one of his human creatures, made but little lower than God, has learned to fabricate an inert copy so near perfect as almost to catch even you when off guard? If more people could and would do this, might not the world be a more beautiful place to live?

Save your snorts, John, for malefactors who misrepresent the truth for their own advantage and often at the expense of other people’s right to life, liberty, and human dignity.

When I come to visit you at your house, shall I expect to find that you have not painted the exterior wood walls lest you deceive the passers-by by thinking these walls are made of some material much richer than mere lumber? Will your room floors be bare lest your unsuspecting guest mistake the possible softness and color of a rug to be the very bosom of mother earth? In presenting your wife, will you be telling me you picked her out because her mother never taught her the old nursery rhyme,

“Little grains of powder, little gobs of paint
Make the girls’ complexions
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Seem like what they ain't'?

In exposing the "green lie" you must be held above reproach for your evident devotion to absolute truth. Heaven knows how desperately our world stands in need of that virtue. I do submit that beauty is of equal importance in that trinity with truth and goodness; and therefore not to be scorned just because its achievement sometimes rests back on invisible artifice.

As I have seen the Quakers, they are far more wont to repel by a wooden insistence on superficial simplicity than to attract by a reasonable conformity to artistic norms. Simplicity can be accepted as a basic element of great art, but it must not be bought at the price of ugliness.

"Nothing too much" is an axiom early learned by all artists. Quakers must learn that even simplicity can be overdone.

Stanley T. Shaw
Tacoma, WA

THE BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT

"It feels as slippery as a snake,"
shouted the first.

"A pillar reaching to the sky,"
the second said.

"A flapping sail before a storm,"
so cried the third.

"Beware, it's like an iron broom,"
complained the fourth.

"It's sharp and cold as steel,"
warned number five.

The sixth man was an optimist—and blind like you and me.
He thought he reached the mountain top—

easier my God to thee!

Illustration and Verse by Fritz Eichenberg
Dear Friend:

With deep appreciation for past help by Friends Journal Associates, this letter to you is meant to do three things:

1. Tell you that the future of Friends Journal has never looked more promising,
2. Point out that continued inflation hurts magazine budgets, just the way it squeezes you and me personally,
3. Invite your thoughtful 1975 contribution.

Our optimism about the future is based on both our personal belief and what readers and writers share with us. It is the simple conviction that the message of love, of light, of joy and of hope which George Fox and early Friends proclaimed in the turbulent 1600's is a message that also can speak to the condition of seekers in the troubled 1970's. It is our mission, as it was theirs, to be collectors of an inner light from a source which is eternal.

A second reason for confidence is that we are taking steps to back up our optimism in practical ways. To reduce the costs of printing and publishing, we are preparing to set type ourselves and to handle several preliminary stages of producing the magazine. We will have more information about these plans as they develop, but we clearly see that the time is right for us to move in this do-it-ourselves direction.

The third reason for our faith in the future is the continued interest, response and support we receive from you and other loyal readers in so many ways. We appreciate all of it always, but at this particular time we will especially welcome your financial support. Gifts of any size will help, but we need as many contributions of $25 or more as possible. Thank you in advance for carefully thinking about your vitally important part in the future of our Journal.

In Friendship,

Jim Lechert

I'm sorry my contribution is not as generous as we all could hope for, but my position in life of "student" leaves me with a small checkbook. I would like to add that many of my college friends (small "f") have enjoyed reading the Journal.

Best wishes for further publication.

Owen Montgomery
Yale University

Agreed. But I hope you will continue to give equal emphasis to the need for social daring, commitment, and action. In my (Princeton) neck of the woods, Quakerism seems to be suffering from advanced gentility. We used to be roused or shamed into caring about something, or somebody, outside of ourselves and our own comfortable lives.

Paul Walker
Princeton, NJ

Rumor says you've improved. I'd like to see.

Meg Palley
Nevada City, CA

How refreshing! Hang in there.

Dr. & Mrs. G. Wayne Powell
San Diego, CA
Enclosed is my contribution for $25. I am not a Quaker but now and then attend the Austin (TX) Meeting and debate (friendly) with John Barrow who is a good fellow.

I am a contributing attorney for the AFSC and am considering being a Quaker after I lynch about ten people I know of re the Vietnam War.

Your magazine is O.K. although you Jesus people to death too much. I wish you had a page for a sort of combined:

Agnostic, Atheist, Pantheist.

If you keep pointing out in that polite Quaker way that Kissinger is a horse's behind I guess I can take Jesus. But don't forget my page.

Maury Maverick, Jr.
San Antonio, TX

Your letter for financial support precipitated my long-held concerns about Friends Journal. Keep bringing the quality up. In the interest of economy, can you reduce size? I would like to see it more squeezed together. I feel there is too much spread.

But my most fervent plea is to put contents back on cover. This makes finding something special such an easy job and makes the best use of that all-important cover. Plus—a quote—timelessly from past or present!

Now I've said it. I've needed to say it for a long time. The Journal is the mortar among many Friends. We need the best!

I enclose a small gift.

Mildred Roberts

I'm sorry not to be able to help financially. Have you and editors of other magazines given consideration to printing ten less pages? We all who are alert take so many subscriptions in order to keep well informed and aware of what outstanding men and women are thinking; and then we are so submerged by so many jobs (volunteer) that need our assistance on a weekly basis that I am practically convinced that more concise articles would bring better results. Now we are apt to skim through them and not take them to heart.

Eleanor Richardson
Sandy Spring, MD

May I say "thank you" for the article by Isabel Glover Bachels in May 1 issue on Aging; I believe this issue had a little more in it, like "The Longstreths and their Working Class Meeting," for loyal and faithful Friends.

My mother, age 85, can no longer enjoy the Journal, but these last two years due to failing eyesight she found the Journal very difficult to read. The gray pictured cover says little to a person who sees mostly gray. The familiar, plain cover seemed more appropriate and pleasing—contents listed on the cover. I think fewer pictures would cut down on your costs also.

The Journal is the newsletter for many older friends, so it is appreciated when the Births, Marriages and Deaths are brief notices, but printed as promptly as possible.

I do hope a concern and appreciation for our older Friends can be placed high on your list of have to's, as there are many in that age group, and many more approaching it.

Rebecca G. McIlvain
Moorestown, NJ
I would not like to see the Journal become a magazine of protest. That is too negative and admits of too many varied interpretations as to what the moral imperative should be for everyone. Nor should it be a magazine purely for dissent, for much the same reason. Frankly, none of us know all the answers to today's problems; we can know only a small facet of our own personal problems and there is no assurance that our own personal problem should be the world's problem.

What should I learn from recent issues of the Journal about the basic faith and position, the fundamentals, so to speak, of Quakerism? For me, the majority of the articles emanate from the inner feeling of the writers, but they are not the foundations of those feelings, not the central core... it is that type of message that I would like to see stressed... a knowledge of the basic philosophy and beliefs of Quakerism... And good luck.

Robert Schultz
Hightstown, NJ

A funny thing happened on the way from the dock to our good ship Caridad—I dumped copies of my current periodical reading into the Chesapeake Bay. Time promptly disintegrated into an unreadable mass when retrieved, the pages of The New Yorker stuck together so that the ads and the prose were indistinguishable, but au contraire within half an hour in the sunshine the Friends Journal issue on simplicity was lucid and clear once again.

Mary Esther Dasenbrock
Baltimore

ALL THAT IS
IN THE BEGINNING
THE WORD
AND THE WORD
FORMING ITSELF
OUT OF THE VOID
AND THE WORD
BREATHING ITSELF
INTO LIFE
AND THE WORD
SINGING ITSELF
INTO SONG
AND A FRAGRANCE
EMANATING
FROM THE WORD
AND THE WORD
IN ITS OWN BEING
CREATING
ITS WORLD
AND BEING ITS OWN
CREATION FOREVER
COMPREHENDING ONLY
ITSELF

ELIZABETH SEARLE LAMB
LAST YEAR, as it has for the past half-century, the American Friends Service Committee through its Material Aids program sent clothing, shoes, textiles, yarn, bedding, school supplies and other materials to needy men, women and children on three continents. The donations came in from individuals and groups, from sewing circles and sororities, from Catholics, Protestants and Jews all over the United States. The coordinator for the program in Philadelphia was Zandra Moberg. Before she left for another job early this summer, Zandra wrote the following about her experience:

“As I look back it has always seemed quite remarkable to be paid, partly for thanking so many dedicated and generous people for expressing loving concern for their fellow man through our program. They were so wonderful it was something I would have wanted to do anyway. There were several categories of them: individuals who like to bring their old clothes to the Service Committee because we are a ‘good cause’; loyal Friends Meetings who, year after year, diligently collect, sort, pack and transport tons of clothes and who are the backbone of the program; other groups and institutions including diverse religious groups. Perhaps less well-known outside our own staff are the sewing groups, mostly Quaker, who meet regularly to sew and knit things for all ages and conditions but mostly for children. Their handiwork is often exquisite—sweaters, hats, afghans that money couldn't buy.

“But the ones who have touched me most are the lone knitters. We never see them—they remain names in our files, elderly ladies from every part of the United States who alone at home knit garments for people they will never see. The parcel post packages of beautiful handmade things come in from them regularly, sometimes with little notes enclosed. It always seems that, as they have done so much for others by this work, these women’s lives have taken on greater meaning and the loneliness of old age has been assuaged.”

The need continues. For more information about the program, contact George Oye, AFSC, 1515 Cherry St., Philadelphia 19102.
TO ELIZABETH GOULD DAVIS

In Memoriam ... "A Litany of Rape"

A woman told me the other day that you killed yourself.  
I thought it was because of terminal cancer.  
But then I learned you had been raped at 61.  
And I thought the cause of death should have been listed  
As "ravaged by terminal fear."  
You said your heart went out to younger women  
Who had to live their long lives wondering  
"Will it happen again?"  
"Am I safe anywhere?"  
"What was that noise?"

Elizabeth, my arms and heart and mind go out  
To women of all ages who are raped by conquerors  
Who take our bodies as the bounty of war,  
By child-men who have to prove they are men  
By "having" a woman,  
By gangs who plunder our self-esteem as they  
One by one force entry, laugh, and mock and call us "slut."

My mind sears with the pain of other rapes women know.  
The rape of patriarchal napalm dropped anonymously from the sky,  
The rape of children and women dying from hunger  
As they watch men eat to live,  
The rape of dividing us from one another  
And recycling us into different piles  
Until we thought it was natural and good.  
The forced penetration of our minds as society thrusts at us again and again  
And tells us to bind and paint our bodies so we might be pleasing,  
And then the final, devastating touch, "Did you enjoy it?"

Our real image was bludgeoned and violated in so many ways ...  
By being offered as an accessory to a General Motors car,  
By Trojan gifts of doll carriages as soon as we could walk,  
By Dick running and Jane watching,  
By lies about our history:  
By the religious myth that we are evil,  
By being measured by whether or not we "have" a man.  
Auuuuuuuu! The primal scream of women vibrates through time  
As we howl together in tidal waves of Phoenix-like rage.  
Let this anger born of pain be a rallying cry to unite us in struggle and love.

My middle name is Elizabeth.  
To me, women with such a name are strong,  
Decisive, articulate, passionate women.  
Women who are catalysts, challengers, fighters,  
Lovers, builders of visions, makers of history.  
Women excited by life who identify with women,  
Women who call the other in such a way that  
The naming becomes a calling to sisterhood.

Elizabeth, walk with me now.  
Together we will bridle fear and walk in the light of a new earth.  
Elizabethe called by other names ...  
Sandra, Ruth, Alice ... Come with us.

Joan Elizabeth Bauer  
January 24, 1975
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Reviews of Books


NOT FOR BEDTIME reading, except as a pure soporific. Not for entertainment, for suspense, nor for style. No, this book is just plain dull. But in its very dulness it points up by contrast the almost tragic struggle of the twentieth-century Christian trying to make some sense out of a savage and intractable world.

Did you ever sit and listen to a report by some returning delegate on a world-shaking Young Friends Conference; or read the Yearly Meeting issue of the Friends Journal for that matter, and wonder, just before you dozed off, what all the excitement had been about? So it is with this report on the periodic wrestlings of the greatest Protestant minds with the crying social problems of the past fifty years. Here are Stockholm, 1925; Jerusalem, 1928; Oxford, 1937; Madras, 1938; Amsterdam, 1948 (where the present World Council of Churches was set up); Evanston, 1954; and finally, Uppsala, 1968 (where Friends, not recognized as truly Protestant nor truly Christian, were, however, allowed to send two "Observers," one of whom was our own Howard Brinton). Here are neatly summarized the pronouncements of organized world Protestantism on the great social issues which concern us all: war and peace, race relations, communism, poverty, capital and labor, and the emerging Third World. Here briefly also are notes as to how Protestant social thought has kept with the great reassessment that has been going on in Rome.

But the agony of trying to resolve the place of the Christian and the Church in our changing and troubled world-society hardly ever comes through. And I suppose it can't—you have to be there to feel it. However, the book tells us in summary what our fathers and we have tried to do, and points up the fact that the task is never done. It deserves its place on our reference shelf.

THOMAS E. DRAKE


THIS IS ONE of the most inspired books on Christology in recent years. It is learned, wise and profound without being heavy or academic. John_Yungblut uses his considerable knowledge in the field of Bible criticism and depth psychology as well as mysticism to strike a perfect balance between them.

He connects the pre-Christian "Christ myth" (the Hebrew messianic hope) with the historical Jesus who stands as if in the center of a crossroad so that the earlier myth leads to him as well as from and beyond him. The author interprets the "Christ myth" both in evolutionary terms based upon Teilhard de Chardin, and in psychological terms based upon Jung.

This book contains a masterful chapter of higher criticism. His conclusions, however, are optimistic and positive, wringing from it a deeper truth. With the felicitous phrase, "the apostolic succession of mystics" he traces the ever-fresh mystic contributions to Christology and Christianity in general. The entire book builds to the last sentence, "Can Christ be born again in me?" revealing the author's Quaker orientation.

John Yungblut's study reconciles many divergent views. His basic aim is to "re-mythologize" rather than to "de-mythologize." This important contribution towards an enlightened view of Christ deserves a wide readership.

PETER FINGESTEN

FOR FASCINATING reading on a variety of subjects dealing with where humanity has been and where it is going, School for the Young, a collection of essays resulting from five years of study and research by the author, is highly recommended. It is probably the most quote-worthy book you will encounter for some time to come.

In a book loaded with information from which the reader is encouraged to draw his/her own conclusions, Warren Stetzel's major concern is with the over-specialization of the human brain. He carefully documents his contention that due to our ever-increasing censorship of awareness and emotions, the human race is courting extinction. Like the vanishing killer whale which automatically attacks any living creature, humanity's over-specialization (and sometimes killer whale mentality) may destroy it.

Evolution reminds us repeatedly that growth and change are essential for continued survival. Younger forms (i.e. biological traits which have not been carried to their logical extremes) and younger attitudes (child-like awareness and sensitivity to the world) are what will have to save the human race from the disastrous course it is embarked upon.

Stetzel blames many of our problems on the division of mind and body and the schism between the analytical, critical mind and the deep self or the spirit. He points out that Friends are certainly not impervious to the effects of cen-
sorship: it even prevents us from practicing our beliefs adequately. "To repeat the Quaker truths dictated originally by perception and to feel an intellectual conviction of their rightness—this was easy enough and occurred regularly. But to renew the original experience itself, to bring its perception to bear upon today and today's new crises and needs—this was not easy at all and became increasingly rare." (p. 65)

In the space of over 200 pages the author concerns himself with many subjects, ranging from the powers of expectation and positive thinking in working educational miracles to the impact of Cleve Backster's discovery of intelligence and response in both living and inanimate objects.

Warren Stetzel never completely loses track of the original idea concerning the dangers of censorship and narrowing awareness. He returns to this subject later in reference to violence when he states Alexander Lowen's theory that it is our elevation of mind over body and subsequent denial of the body which causes a lack of integration between body and mind, with the result that censorship of the physical self is intense.

The author further suggests that this inner repression of emotions is responsible for the condonation of the outward violence and repression so omnipresent in our daily lives. We fail to react with adequate mercy to violent situations in the world because our own organisms are regimented like police states.

In spite of grim insights into human nature, School for the Young is basically optimistic about the future. Warren Stetzel writes (p. 171): "We're aimed at the Peaceable Kingdom. The Process aimed us that way." It is refreshing, especially to Friends (who tend to be optimistic) to read the work of someone who has not entirely succumbed to the outlook of Future Shock. Perhaps with some of this positive thinking we can set the world right.

JUDITH BRONNER

The Angry Arabs. By W. F. Abboushi. Westminster Press. 258 pages. $8.95

The author of this excellent book is an American professor of political science who was born in Palestine and is intellectually at home in both cultures. He writes in a gratifyingly factual way, and only when one has finished the volume does one appreciate the impressive justification of his story's title.

The first half of his book covers the history of the Arab world, and the Islamic culture behind it: a culture whose fruit is represented by the Taj Mahal, the Alhambra, and the world's oldest university. Flowering was followed by decay, and political control by Turkey, France and Britain with the Suez Canal a focus of economic and imperial control. The secret Sykes-Picot agreement yielded parceling out of the area into mandates and spheres of influence that lasted until after World War II.

Zionism, caused for four wars and the current explosive state of the whole Middle East, was only an intellectual concept until some 80 years ago. Theodor Herzl who formulated its thesis in the famous pamphlet, "The Jewish State," in 1896 in response to his emotional reaction to the Dreyfus Affair, even at this date considered Argentina


William Penn is important as a leader of the new Society of Friends; as one of the creative laborers in the struggle for religious liberty in England; as a pioneer in demonstrating, with his Holy Experiment, the possibilities and difficulties of religious and political liberty in a self-governing community; and as one who looked forward to a federation of the English colonies in North America and to a community of nations organized to settle disputes by peaceful means. It seems a comment on Penn's thinking that the three Colonies in whose establishment he was involved—New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware—were the first to ratify the Constitution of the United States.

The late Albert Cook Myers devoted much of his life to collecting material about the life, thought, triumph and troubles of William Penn. He died before he was able to write the definitive biography which was his dream. The author of this new biography has had access to the Albert Cook Myers Collection, which is now in the custody of the Chester County (Pennsylvania) Historical Society.

The result is a readable narrative. Harry Emerson Wildes says that his purpose was to present a clear account of Penn's life and thought. He was, in 17th century fashion, sometimes harsh in controversy. He seems to have been interested in money matters. But his best appointment, James Logan, gave Penn unwavering loyalty and admiration while clearly recognizing his shortcomings.

Through his father, William Penn, was a friend of Charles II and his brother James, Duke of York and later King. This friendship made his Holy Experiment possible; it also gave Penn much of his effectiveness in his work for religious liberty. But it roused suspicion among Friends; and gained Penn the false reputation of a Catholic in disguise. Also it was inconvenient when James II had been dismissed and replaced by his son-in-law, William III. Penn frankly maintained his friendship; but the accusation of treasonable correspondence with the Stuart Court in exile seems without foundation. One gets the impression that William III understood and respected Penn's attitude.

This biography helps us to appreciate William Penn's great contributions to religious thought and political practice. Despite all the frustrations, much of his work continues to have value three centuries after his life.

RICHARD R. WOOD

The Angry Arabs. By W. F. Abboushi. Westminster Press. 258 pages. $8.95

THE AUTHOR of this excellent book is an American professor of political science who was born in Palestine and is intellectually at home in both cultures. He writes in a gratifyingly factual way, and only when one has finished the volume does one appreciate the impressive justification of his story's title.

The first half of his book covers the history of the Arab world, and the Islamic culture behind it: a culture whose fruit is represented by the Taj Mahal, the Alhambra, and the world's oldest university. Flowering was followed by decay, and political control by Turkey, France and Britain with the Suez Canal a focus of economic and imperial control. The secret Sykes-Picot agreement yielded parceling out of the area into mandates and spheres of influence that lasted until after World War II.

Zionism, caused for four wars and the current explosive state of the whole Middle East, was only an intellectual concept until some 80 years ago. Theodor Herzl who formulated its thesis in the famous pamphlet, "The Jewish State," in 1896 in response to his emotional reaction to the Dreyfus Affair, even at this date considered Argentina
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Zionism, caused for four wars and the current explosive state of the whole Middle East, was only an intellectual concept until some 80 years ago. Theodor Herzl who formulated its thesis in the famous pamphlet, "The Jewish State," in 1896 in response to his emotional reaction to the Dreyfus Affair, even at this date considered Argentina
a suitable site for the proposed refuge, a return to Palestine being only an alternative. After 1800 years, the population of Palestine after all showed only a 20 percent Jewish residuum: a mere 250,000 among some million and a half Arabs.

America, with more Jews in New York City alone than there are in all of 1974 Israel, furnished the money, many of the imigrants, and the political power that enabled the Zionists to take control in 1947. Through all these years the Arabs who stayed behind in Israeli-held territory have found themselves reduced to second-class citizenship, while U.N. resolutions requiring compensation for land and property taken from them, or the million refugees, were ignored.

The author perceptively emphasizes that the moral and political heart of the Arab-Israeli problem rests in satisfying the legitimate grievances and aspirations of these dispossessed indigenous Arabs. It is pointed out that the interests of the United States will best be served not by espousing Zionism but by serving the needs of all the people of the region: through a political system granting equal rights to all inhabitants regardless of religion.

Fred H. Richards

THE EUROPEAN and Near East Section of the Friends World Committee is completing plans to run a play center at the Am'ary Refugee Camp just outside of Ramallah, Palestine. The program is being worked out in cooperation with Ramallah Monthly Meeting and with local officials of UNRWA (United Nations Relief and Works Agency.) Local teachers will be employed, but the project will be under the general direction of a volunteer couple from the Church of the Brethren who are already operating several similar programs on the West Bank. The Ramallah Monthly Meeting Committee working with the project is composed of Fuad Zaru, Ellen Mansur, Nimeth Mikhael and Violet Zaru.

—FUM Friendly Jottings
(Richmond, Indiana)

"There I sat, 2,000 miles from home, with a plain black notebook balanced precariously on my knees. My pen seemed to be alive!—twisting and turning, bouncing and bumping, doing a wild dance on the blank sheet of notebook paper. The bus bucked once more ... my grip loosened ... the pen leapt free ... I remembered ... horses bolting through an open field carrying wide-eyed friends; sleeping bags and suitcases half buried in the straw of a hayloft; sweaty workcampers covered with cement, dust, paint, and smiles; orange sherbet sunsets melting, slowly; ghost stories and singing around a warm campfire (interrupted by occasional snoring;) cornflake breakfasts; being part of a 28 member family ...

"I picked my pen up off the bus floor. What was the point of trying to keep a diary? No words could possibly express my feelings as I gazed at a rainbow or talked with friends or listened to a heart-felt prayer. Slowly, I closed my notebook and put away my pen. The South Dakota prairie drifted by ... I watched ... I was moved."

Written by James Kloss, age 18, after a summer work project among the Sioux Indians.

THREE YOUNG Friends have been selected to serve at subsistence salaries as research interns with the Friends Committee on National Legislation in Washington during 1975-76. They are Sylvia Bronner, who will assist Edward Sayder, Executive Secretary of FCNL, on such issues as world food/hunger and amnesty; Stephen W. Angell who will work with Harold Confer, FCNL's domestic lobbyist; and Lawrence Newlin who will help Frances Neely, lobbyist, on reduction of military spending and various international issues.

NETHERLANDS YEARLY Meeting has moved their secretariat from the Vossiusstraat 20, Amsterdam address to Staahouderslaan 8, Den Haag. The meeting for worship in Amsterdam will continue as usual on Sunday mornings at 10:30 at Vossiusstraat 20, although the door will be closed at Vossiusstraat during weekdays. Friends are cordially welcome to visit the Quaker Centrum in the Hague.

MAY 24, 1975, was the fourth anniversary of the death of Scott Clifton Barlow, son of Earle and Rita Barlow of Gainesville, Fla. Scott drowned in 1971 in Florida while searching for his dive companion who meantime had surfaced safely. Scott, an experienced and safety-conscious cave-diver, trained, certified, and licensed by five national dive organizations, had deliberately re-descended to share the air remaining in his tank.

A member of Richmond (VA) Monthly Meeting from 1955 to 1961, he had lived in Gainesville from 1961 until the time of his death. He had studied at Knox College in Jamaica and at Santa Fe College in Gainesville. A memorial service was held at Gainesville Friends Meetinghouse on May 30, 1971. The Carnegie Foundation named him a posthumous member of its roll of holders of the Carnegie Medal for Heroism.
Letters to the Editor

On Quaker Stewardship

What I want to say is not theory. It is based on long experience. I find that the ease with which world war) without having to sign a loyalty oath, that money was channeled into work for peace.

Now that my "old age" is no longer a distant probability, without having made any effort to save for it since the depression, I am very comfortably situated where all my needs can be met without worry or inconvenience to friends or relatives. With basic needs paid for in advance and wants simple and few, it is easy to give up to 50% of income from social security pension and interest.

Quaker Aphrodite?

CANNOT MANY of the recently proposed queries on human sexuality be encompassed in one:

"Can you lovingly accept Aphrodite into the Quaker pantheon, so long as she is faithful in taking the pill?"

GEORGE MCPHERSON, JR.
Rolla, MO

Accessory to War

I was heartened to read Pacificism and the IRS (FJ 3/1). Tax dollars are as important as recruits in present-day war and war planning, and we need to keep this in mind as we consider practical action to express our pacifism.

I have been a war tax resister for two years now, redirecting a portion of my income taxes to peaceful uses by making an interest-free loan to the AFSC equal to my refused war tax. When the World Peace Tax Fund Act is passed, I intend to recall the AFSC loan and give the money to the World Peace Tax Fund.

The Penington

215 EAST FIFTEENTH STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y.

The Quaker residence in a desirable location. Limited transient space available for short periods. Write or telephone the manager for reservations.

Phone: 212 475-0199

WESTTOWN SCHOOL

1799
Earl G. Harrison, Jr., Headmaster

A Friends' coeducational country boarding and day school

BOARDING 9 - 12
DAY - PRE-FIRST - 10

Scholarships available for Friends and Alumni Children

For further information or a catalogue, please write:
J. Kirk Russell, Director of Admissions
Westtown School, Westtown, Pa. 19395
Telephone: (215) 399-0123
Letters Continued

It is inconsistent for peaceful persons to put weapons (or the means to buy weapons) in the hands of persons who have no scruples about using them to kill and oppress. We need to repeatedly ask ourselves if we are as free from being an accessory to war as from being an accessory to murder.

Lloyd Lee Wilson
Arlington, MA.

Warmth at Abington

I have been considerably troubled by Eugenia R. Chapman’s article (FJ 3/15). I am not a member of Abington Friends Meeting, nor am I one of those who might say “gee but it’s great to be a Quaker” or who drive a Cadillac. As a convinced Friend I do feel a great joy in the belief of that of God in every person and the possibility of direct revelation from the Heavenly Father.

Years ago William Hubben remarked that before one spoke or wrote about a person he or she should ask: “Is it true, is it kind, is it necessary?” This article, I believe, is none of these. It may be even detrimental to anyone seeking a religious home in the vicinity of Abington Meeting.

Thirty-five years ago our family of four, newcomers to that area and struggling financially to maintain a new home and to save for the education of our two children, could not drive to our own Meeting in Philadelphia. We tried Abington. I don’t know if there were Cadillacs parked outside, but inside we were greeted with sincere warmth and firm, meaningful handshakes. We found Friends there enthusiastic about the Yearly Meeting. They also invited various minority groups to take part in their conference classes, and their children to use the facilities of the school in summer. We were invited to join their choral group, to one of their three sewing groups, and to their homes for small discussion groups. They visited me when I was ill in hospital and at home.

The article in question is one woman’s opinion. I dare say there must be hundreds of the opposite experience. Though I seldom get to Abington, when I do the same warmth of greeting and fellowship is there.

“To have a friend, one must be one.” One also must be ever mindful of Jesus’ teaching as written in the Bible, John 3, 1-12.

Erma R. Beck
Philadelphia

For Heavy Readers

The exceptionally good (FJ 4/1) review of Maurice Creasey’s Early Quaker Christology by J. Calvin Keene, so far has not produced a single order for Catholic & Quaker Studies Number 2. I hope that his comment about his copy coming unbound is not the reason. I’ve always regarded J.C.K. as a “weighty Friend” (in spite of his slender proportions); but didn’t know he was such a HEAVY READER. Seriously, we’ll replace any copies which do come unbound (including his, the first we’ve heard of).

Catholic and Quaker Studies
per Dean Freiday

P.S. The Center Spread (FJ 4/15) on the Catholic Worker was beautiful, tasteful, and commendable. Both they and Fritz Eichenberg deserve it.

FJ Needs Farm Background

Perhaps I got the wrong impression from your May 1 article, “Decentralized Food, Production, Distribution.” You have many ideas I agree with; however, I feel you need a little more farm background before publishing a final episode. I hope these materials hastily clipped from many farm magazines will be of help. I don’t know if Ed Lazar has any farm experience, but I would personally like to invite any non-farmers to stay with us for a few days so as to be able to walk in our moccasins. What prompted me to send all of this material is the idea that “the societal purpose of farming is to feed people—to provide nourishment—not to create profit.” Also to reenergize local farming, people need to work for state or local subsidies . . . of farmlands.

The other parts of the article I have no argument with. The farmer is glad
to work his 16-hour day to provide food and have a market for it—but don't you think for a minute he's doing it because it's a societal right to eat. The farmer expects the rest of the world to work equally as long for his food, and he hopes to have enough profit to reinvest in other labor-saving devices so he might be able to work more efficiently with maybe a couple less hours. If you take profit motives out of farming, no matter how small they be, the farmer will be forced out of business.

Also the farmer sees the government as big brother with too many friends. The government as big brother with too many friends.

Quaker cuts would be welcome on real estate, comfort, enjoyment, convenience, that radiates happiness, peace and a growing love of God . . . (and) for all mankind.

If a realization of a real mistake after marriage is found, is not a clear break more honest than a pretense of marriage, with no creation of a home? To me it seems like wanting to have your cake and eating it too" to live as Elizabeth Yeatman describes.

SUE LAMBORN
RD 1, Nottingham, PA

Quaker Marriage

I AM SORRY for the impression the article, "Indeed the Truth" (FJ 6/11), gives of the Quaker view of marriage and of the Quaker way of arriving at Truth. An understanding of Truth is not found by much talking, doing and explanation to friends, even one's closest friends. Truth is an experience that grows from within.

The religious sacrament of marriage is of far deeper significance than the comfort, enjoyment, convenience and pleasure of the individuals involved. Marriage is an unselfish sharing of man and woman with faith in the goodness of each other and in the ability to build a home that radiates happiness, peace and a growing love of God . . . (and) for all mankind.

If a realization of a real mistake after marriage is found, is not a clear break more honest than a pretense of marriage, with no creation of a home? To me it seems like wanting to have your cake and eating it too" to live as Elizabeth Yeatman describes.

HANS B. GOTTLIEB
Carbondale, CO

FRED S. JAMES & CO., INC., OF PENNSYLVANIA

TRAIL'S END
KEENE VALLEY, NEW YORK 12862
A SMALL FAMILY INN
IN THE HEART OF THE ADIRONDACKS

The joys of nature, the comforts of home.
Hiking, bird-watching, skiing, snow shoeing, in season.
Children welcomed and cared for—Send for folder

ELIZABETH G. LEHMANN, Owner
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Oakwood
178 Years of Quaker Education

Solid Curriculum, 5-Day + 7-Day Bdg.
Warm Vital Friends Community,
Cord, Grades 9-12, Community
Government, 90 Courses All Levels,
Small Classes, Sports.
4 Off-Campus Programs in 3 states:
Maine Ecology, Work-Study,
Wilderness, Senior Projects.
Independent Study. 75 Mi. North
NYC, Howard F. Reed, Oakwood
School Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(914-462-4200)

Oakwood
178 Years of Quaker Education

Oakwood announces a new reduced tuition policy for children of Friends:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Tuition</th>
<th>Friends Tuition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 Day Bdg.</td>
<td>$4400</td>
<td>$3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Day Bdg.</td>
<td>$3700</td>
<td>$2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>$2400</td>
<td>$1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Howard F. Reed, Oakwood School
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 (914-462-4200)
**FRIENDS SEMINARY**

222 East 16th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10003

**Harold Jernigan, Principal**

Under the care of N.Y. Quarterly Meeting.

A Quaker coeducational day school located in the heart of Manhattan.

Four-Year Kindergarten through 12th Grade.

Riched by diversified backgrounds.

School stresses academic and personal excellence in an environment enriched by diversified backgrounds.

We welcome the applications of Friends and their families.

**The Sidwell Friends School**

3825 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20016 Established 1883

Coeducational Day School

Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade

Based on Quaker traditions, the school stresses academic and personal excellence in an environment enriched by diversified backgrounds.

We welcome the applications of Friends as students and teachers.

Robert L. Smith, Headmaster

**SANDY SPRING FRIENDS SCHOOL**

SANDY SPRING, MD. 20860

Coeducational, Grades 10-12

Boarding and Day

A uniquely diversified program designed to demonstrate

- life itself as a religious experience;
- individual growth to its greatest potential;
- personal involvement in today’s challenging environment;
- commitment to disciplined, service-centered living.

C. Thornton Brown, Jr., Headmaster

"LET YOUR LIVES SPEAK"

**Coming Events**

**AUGUST**

3-9—Midwest Summer Institute, Camp Lowisomo, Wild Rose, WI. Sponsor: AFSC, Chicago Regional Office.

4-8—Kansas Yearly Meeting, Friends University, Wichita, Ks. Contact person: David Smithman, Haviland, KS 67059.

5-10—Baltimore Yearly Meeting on the campus of Western Maryland College in Westminster, MD. Major speakers will be John Coleman, Harold Cope and Arthur Roberts. There will be Young Friends and Junior Yearly Meeting programs. Further information and reservation forms are available from the Yearly Meeting office, 17100 Quaker Lane, Sandy Spring, MD 20860.

7-10—North Carolina Yearly Meeting, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC. Contact person: Ruth Hockett, Box 8328, Greensboro, NC 27410.

7-10—Western Yearly Meeting, Plainfield, Indiana. Contact person: Robert E. Cope, 203 S. East Street, Plainfield, IN 46168.

9-14—Indiana Yearly Meeting, Earlham College, Richmond IN. Contact person: Lymon Hall, 1403 Briar Rod, Muncie IN 47304.

11-16—Pacific Yearly Meeting, St. Mary’s College, Moraga, CA. Contact person: Peggemae H. Lacey, 128 Seventh Ave., San Francisco, CA 94118.

11-15—Wilmington Yearly Meeting, Wilmington College, Wilmington OH. Contact person: Glenn A. Reece, Box 1194, Wilmington College, Wilmington OH 45177.

12-17—Canadian Yearly Meeting, Concordia College, Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Contact person: Philip L. Martin, 60 Lowther Avenue, Toronto, Ont., M5R 1C7, Canada.

12-17—Iowa (Conservative) Yearly Meeting, Paulina, Iowa. Contact person: Oliver F. Wilson, Primghar, IA 51245.


13-17—Iowa (Friends United Meeting) Yearly Meeting, Oskaola, Iowa. Contact person: Levi Willits, Box 522, Oskaola, IA 52577.

15-23—Central Yearly Meeting, Central Friends Camp Grounds, Muncie, Indiana. Contact person: Arthur Hollingsworth, R. 1, Box 238, Green town, IN 46936.


20-24—Jamaica Yearly Meeting, Seaside, Happy Grove, Jamaica. Contact person: Ernest Nugent, 11 Caledonia Avenue, Kingston 5, Jamaica WI.


21-24—Indiana Yearly Meeting, Wilmington College, Wilmington, OH. Contact person: Raymond Braddock, 7795 New Burlington Road, Waynesville, OH 45068.


DOYLESTOWN FRIENDS MEETING will have meetings for worship at the Plumstead Meeting House, Ferry Road, Gardenville at 9:30 a.m. (August 3, 10, 17 & 24) in addition to the regular meeting at 11 a.m. at the Doylestown Meeting House.
Announcements

Births

MAIER—On March 17, SAMUEL WATERTMAN MAIER, to Elizabeth and James Maier of Scarborough, Maine and members of Haverford (PA) Monthly Meeting.

USHIO—On April 6, STEVEN SUKENORI USHIO, to Katsu and Sharlie Conroy Ushio in Irvine, CA. Sharlie is a member of Newtown Square (PA) Monthly Meeting.

Adoption

WOERTHEWEIN—Born July 30, 1974, arrived from Vietnam on April 6, 1975, JOSHUA JOSEPH WOERTHEWEIN, by Kenneth and Francine Woerwein and his new sister Charity. All are members of the Harrisburg (PA) Friends Meeting and former members of the Princeton (NJ) Meeting.

CollinsoN-BRINTON—On April 2, MARGARET BRINTON and JONATHAN CollinsoN in a Christian Community ceremony at Camp Hill, Aberdeen, Scotland. Their work is with handicapped and disturbed children at Camphill. They are presently living in Wichita, Kansas.

FINSEN-ROCHE—On May 30, ELIZABETH ROCHE and PETER J. FINSEN, under the care of Haverford (PA) Meeting. Elizabeth is a member of Haverford Meeting.

Deaths

BADGLEY—On April 2, AGNES GOREKE BADGLEY, aged 93, a member of Poughkeepsie Friends Meeting and mother of seven children. She is survived by twenty grandchildren and eight great grandchildren.

BatteY—On April 13, KATHERINE LAVERS BATTEY, aged 72, a member of Lehigh Valley Meeting, PA.

BOND—On May 13, CAROLINE D. LUPTON BOND, aged 91, in Winchester, VA. A member of Hopewell Meeting, Clearbrook, VA and Centre Meeting in Winchester, she was the last of her immediate family and is survived by a number of nieces and nephews.

CONOVER—On March 8, 1975, MARGARET LOWNES CONOVER, aged 77, a member of Springfield Meeting, Drexel Hill, PA. She is survived by her husband, Angelo Dagmar Conover; two daughters, Margaret C. Longmier and Ann C. Furman; one son, Frank; and two grandchildren.

DARLINGTON—On April 25, at Lancaster Hospital (PA) after a brief illness, S. GERALD DARLINGTON, a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting. He is survived by his wife, Kathryn P. Darlington; two daughters and a son; ten grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

DYER—On May 4, AGNES DYER, aged 88, a member of Louisville (KY) Meeting. She was an abstract artist and poet who was able to communicate her insights through the vocal ministry. In her younger days she was active in the movement for women's suffrage. She is survived by her daughters Florence Baldwin, Mrs. Lee Mamelar and Mrs. Marvin Livingood, and a stepson, John Dyer.

EYES—On May 27, MARY P. EYES, aged 76, a member of Millville Monthly Meeting, and the wife of James Eves for fifty-seven years.

GOODWIN—On April 20, 1975, at Doylestown Hospital, NELSON GOODWIN, aged 98. He was a member of Wrightstown (PA) Meeting. He is survived by one son, Werner Goodwin; one grandson and two great-grandchildren.

TOLLES—On April 18, FREDERICK B. TOLLES, aged 60, a member of Swarthmore (PA) Meeting. Until his retirement in 1970, he had been Director of the Friends Historical Library and Howard M. and Charles F. Jenkins Professor of Quaker History and Research at Swarthmore College. Long active also in the wider Quaker community, he had served on the Board of Managers of the AFSC and Pendle Hill. For a number of years he was Editor of Quaker History, the bulletin of Friends Historical Association. His published books on Quaker history included Meeting House and Counting House, George Logan of Philadelphia, James Logan and the Culture of Provincial America, and Quakers and the Atlantic Culture.

He is survived by his wife Elizabeth E. Tolles of Swarthmore, PA; 2 daughters, Ellen Baker of Media, PA, and Katharine of Somerville, MA; one son, James M. of Atlanta, GA; a sister, Elizabeth T. Patch of Kennebunk, ME, and two grandchildren.
Announcements

WILLIAM HUBBEN was a "large force for good" from the time he arrived in the United States from Germany in 1933 until his death last year. He combined writing, editing, and teaching into a life which reflected the richness and wholeness of his deep and abiding faith. A group of his friends intend to establish a lectureship in his name at William Penn Charter School. Eric Curtis, headmaster of George School, will give the first lecture this September. Anyone wishing to support the lectureship should make contributions payable to William Penn Charter School and send them to Nancy Matlock, 143 Mill Grove Road, Swarthmore, PA 19081.

Positions Vacant

COUPLE to be houseparents and to teach physics and chemistry, September, 1975. The Meeting School, Ridge, N.Y. 04341.


MATURP PERSON or married couple wanted as houseparents at a nonsectarian religiously-oriented therapeutic community in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts. Contact Kent Smith, Gould Farm, Monterey, MA 01245. Telephone (413) 528-1804.

WOMAN OR MAN to maintain records and organize materials for fundraising for Friends. Work closely with active Finance Committee. Good typing ability essential; also personal initiative. Writing ability desirable; correspondence with volunteer workers and contributors, informative and interpretative materials, committee meeting minutes. Wide experience with Friends a plus. Begin September 1. For further information and application form write Friends World Committee, 1506 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH ACTION. Ability to create and administer organization of action projects relating to nonviolence, militiam, conscient, peace, and justice. Position requires public speaking, group work and willingness to travel part time. Commitment to pacifism and social change. Person should have a college degree in a field relating to nonviolence, a must. Send resume to: Fellowship of Reconciliation, Box 271, Noyack, NY 10960. (914) 359-4601.

For Sale

LAKE FRONT HOMES—two bedroom, three bedroom, small Quaker retirement community on beautiful Lake Wall-in-Water West, Falmouth, Michener, R. 1, Box 302, Lake Wales, FL 33853.

DOWNEAST MAINE: 11 acre shore front lots, ranging $16,294.00. Sandy, rocky beaches; open ocean views; Cove for mooring boats, secluded. Box 213, RFD 1, Milbridge, ME 04654.


Personal

MARTELL'S OFFERS YOU friendliness and warmth as well as fine foods and beverages. Oldest tavern on Long Island, fireplace, sidewalk cafe, serving lunch daily. Saturday and Sunday brunch. American cuisine. Open seven days a week until 2 a.m. 3rd Ave. between 44th and 45th St., New York City. 212-361-6130. "Peace."

SINGLE BOOKLOVERS enables cultured, marriage-oriented single, widowed or divorced person to meet acquaintances. Box AE, Swarthmore, PA 19081.


FGC SEeks THE GIFT OF A CAR. Visiting widely scattered and isolated Friends. Friends General Conference staff requires a sturdy small car. The gift of such a car (tax-deductible) will make this possible. Box 537, Friends Journal.

WANTED: PERSONAL TRAVELS TO SPAIN. Contact William Williams, Box 96, Swarthmore, PA 19081.

SCHOOLS


JOHN WOOLMAN SCHOOL, Nevada City, Calif. 95959. Founded in 1968, located on 360 rural acres in the Sierra foothills. It has a student/staff ratio of 6 to 1 and provides a demanding academic program for able students. Non-academic classes include work jobs, art, music, ceramics, shop. Accredited by WASC, Coed-Boarding. Grades 9-12. Our educational methodology is open to persons from all racial, socio-economic and religious backgrounds. Ted Menneer, Principal.


Books and Publications

Meeting Announcements

Alaska
FAIRBANKS—Unprogrammed worship, First-days, 9 a.m., Home Economics Lounge, Third Floor, Nelson Building, Univ. of Alaska. Phone: 479-6792.

Arizona
FLAGSTAFF—Unprogrammed meeting, 11 a.m., 426 S. Beaver, near campus. Mary Campbell, Clerk, 310 E. Cherry Ave., 774-4256.

PHOENIX—Sundays: 11 a.m., adult study; 11 a.m., meeting for worship and First-day school, 1702 E. Glendale Ave., 85002. Mary Lou Coppock, clerk, 1127 E. Belmont. Phoenix, Telephone 944-9532.

TEMPE—Unprogrammed, First-days, 9:30 a.m., Danforth Chapel, 1st Floor, Elzey Building.

TUCSON—Friends Meeting, 129 N. Warren: Sunday School, 10 a.m.; worship (semi-programmed), 11 a.m. Pastor, Kenneth Jones, 866-9011.

TUCSON—Pima Friends Meeting (Intermountain Yearly Meeting), 736 E. 5th St. Worship 10 a.m. Helen Hintz, clerk, Phone 886-0491.

California
BERKELEY—Unprogrammed meeting, First-days 11 a.m., 2415 Vine St., 843-7725.

CLAREMONT— Worship, 9:30 a.m. Classes for children. 727 W. Harrison Ave., Claremont.

DAVIS—Meetings for worship, 1st day, 9:45 a.m.; 4th day, 5:45 p.m., 345 L Street. Visiting clerk 723-9294.

FRESNO—10 a.m. College Y Pax Del Chapel, 231 E. Shaw. 237-3036.

HAYWARD—Worship 11 a.m. 22501 Woodrose St., 94541. Phone: (415) 691-1945.

LA JOLLA—Meeting, 11 a.m., 7300 Eads Avenue. Visitors call 459-9800 or 459-9855.

LONG BEACH—Meeting for worship, 10:00 a.m., Garden Room, Brethren Manor, 3333 Pacific. Call 434-1004 or 921-4564.


MARIN—Worship 10:30 a.m., The Priory, 217 Laurel Grove, Kentfield, 383-5363.

MONTREZ PENINSULA—Friends Meeting for worship, Sundays, 11 a.m., 1077 Mead Ave., Seal Beach. Call 349-9591.

ORANGE COUNTY—Worship 10:30 a.m., First-day school, 9 a.m. University of California at Irvine (Univ. Club, Trailer T-4), 548-8582 or 554-9691.

PALO ALTO—Meeting for worship and First-day classes for children, 11 a.m., 907 Colorado.

PASADENA—225 E. Orange Grove (at Oakland). Meeting for worship, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.

REDLANDS—Meeting and First-day school, 10 a.m., 114 W. Vine. Clerk: 792-9128.

RIVERSIDE—Unprogrammed worship, 1st-day school, 10 a.m. 683-9364 or 535-6893.

SACRAMENTO—YWCA 11th and L St. Meeting for worship Sunday 10 a.m.; discussion 11 a.m. Clerk: Laura Magalini, 2252 F St. Ph. 916-482-1788.

SAN DIEGO—Unprogrammed worship, First-days, 10:30 a.m., 4848 Seminole Dr., 486-2264.

SAN FERNANDO—Family sharing 10 a.m. Unprogrammed worship, 10:30 a.m. 15006 Bledsoe St., 917-5292.

SAN FRANCISCO—Meeting for worship, First-days, 11 a.m., 2160 Lake Street, 722-1949.

SAN JOSE—Meeting, 11 a.m.; children's and adults' classes, 11 a.m. 141 Morse Street.

SANTA BARBARA—351 Santa Rosa Lane, just off San Ysidro Rd., Montecito (Y.M.C.A.) 10:30 a.m.

SANTA CRUZ—Meeting for worship, Sundays, 10:30 a.m., 200 Walnut St. Clerk, 293-8332.

SANTA MONICA—First-day School at 10, meeting at 11. 1440 Harvard St. Call 228-5689.

SONOMA COUNTY—Redwood Forest Meeting, 11 a.m., worship and First-day school, 61 W. Cotati Ave., Cotati, CA. Phone: (707) 795-9502 or 823-0501.

VISTA—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m. Call 738-4407 or 728-4039. P.O. Box 1443, Vista 92083.


WHITTIER—Whiteleaf Monthly Meeting, Administration Building, 13400 E. Philadelphia. Worship, 9:30 a.m.; discussion, 698-7530.

Colorado
BOULDER—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m.; First-day school, 11 a.m. Margaret Ostraw, 498-0453.

DENVER—Mountain View Friends Meeting, worship 10 to 11 a.m. Adult Forum 11 to 12. 2220 South Columbine Street. Phone: 722-4125.

Connecticut
HARTFORD—Meeting and First-day School, 10 a.m.; discussion 11 a.m., 141 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford. Phone: 532-3531.

NEW HAVEN—Meeting, 9:45 a.m., Conn. Hall, Yale Old Campus. Phone: 925-3757.

NEW LONDON—Friends Meeting, 1st Sundays, 11 a.m. Clerk: Betty Conley, 225 Williams St., New London 06320. Phone: 442-4794.

NEW MILFORD—Quakerocratic Meeting; Worship 10 a.m. Route 7 at Lakeside Road. Telephone: (203) 775-1881.


STORRS—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m., corner North Egglevast and Hunting Lodge Roads, 429-4459.

WATERBURY—Meeting 10 a.m., Watertown Library, 470 Main Street. Phone: 274-0506.

WILTON—Meeting for worship, and First-day School, 10 a.m., 317 New Canaan Road. Phone: 905-0506. Robert E. Leslie, clerk, 203-938-2124.

Delaware
CAMDEN—2 miles south of Dover. Meeting and First-day School 11 a.m., 697-6930; 697-6942.

CENTREVILLE—Center Meeting, one mile East of Route 3 at southern edge of town on Center Meeting Road. Meeting, First-day, 11 a.m.

HOCKESSIN—North of road from Yorktown, at crossroad. Meeting for worship, 10:30 a.m.; First-day School, 11:10 a.m.

NEWARK—Worship, Sunday, 10 a.m. New London Community Center, 363 New London Rd., Newark, Delaware.

ODESSA—Worship, 1st Sundays, 11 a.m.

REHOBOTH BEACH—Worship 10 to 11 a.m. 5 Pine Reich Rd. Phone 227-2888.

WILMINGTON—4th & West Sts. 10 a.m. Worship and child care. 952-4451; 417-5369.

District of Columbia
WASHINGTON—Meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m.; worship group, 9 a.m.; adult discussion, 10 a.m.-11 a.m.; babysitting, 10 a.m.-12 noon; First-day School, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 211 Florida Ave. N.W., near Connecticut Ave.

Subscription Order Form / Friends Journal
Please enter my subscription to Friends Journal, payment for which is enclosed.

One year $7.50. Two years $14. Three years $20.
(Extra postage outside the United States, $1 a year)

☐ Enroll me as a Friends Journal Associate. My contribution of $ is in addition to the subscription price and is tax-deductible.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Friends Journal, 152-A N. Fifteenth St., Philadelphia, PA 19102.
Florida
CLEARWATER—Meeting 10:20 a.m., Y.W.C.A., 222 S. Lincoln Ave. Phone: 733-5515.
DAYTONA BEACH—Sunday, 10:30 a.m., 201 San Juan Avenue. Phone: 677-0657.
GAINESVILLE—1921 N.W. 2nd Ave, Meeting and First-day School, 11 a.m. Phone: 377-7235 or 724-1162 for information.
JACKSONVILLE—Meeting 10 a.m., Y.W.C.A. Phone contact 389-4345.
LAKE WALES—At Lake Walk-in-Water 222 Watering Place. Phone: 777-6530.
JACKSONVILLE—Meeting 10 a.m., 316 E. Marks Street. Phone: 724-1162. Meeting room. Temple: 777-6530.
SARASOTA—Music of the time: 30306. Sue Pyron, clerk, 724-1162 for information. Meeting for worship, 10:30 a.m., 714 W. Green St., Sarasota. Phone: 744-0701 or 921-5999 for location.
MIAMI—CORAL GABLES—Meeting 10 a.m., 1195 Sunset Road. Darden Ashton Pyron, clerk, 663-0630; AFSC Peace Center, 442-9936.
ORLANDO—Meeting, 10:30 a.m., 316 E. Marks Street, Orlando 32203. Phone: 843-3631.
PALM BEACH—Meeting, 10:30 a.m., 823 North A St., Lake Worth. Phone: 585-7389 or 948-3145.
MIAMI-CORAL GABLES—Meeting, 16 a.m., 1195 Sunset Road. Darden Ashton Pyron, clerk, 663-0630; AFSC Peace Center, 442-9936.
ROCKFORD—Meeting for worship every First-day, 9:30 a.m. at 260 N. Avon St., Rockford, IL 61103. Phone: 746-0716.
SPRINGFIELD—Worship, 10 a.m. Phone Robert Wagenknecht, 522-3063 for location.
URBANA—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m., 714 W. Green St., Urbana. Phone: 344-6510 or 587-0691.

Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS—Lanthorn Meeting and Sugar Grove Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m. Phone Mrs. J. A. Stinchcomb, 287-1081 or Albert Maxwell, 639-4549.
RICHMOND—Clear Creek Meeting, Stout Memorial Meeting House, Earlham College. Unprogrammed worship, 9:15 a.m. Clerk, Howard Alexander, 984-4543. (June 20-Sep, 19, 10 a.m., 11:00 a.m.)
WEST LAFAYETTE—Worship 10 a.m., 156 E. Avenue. Clerk, Merritt S. Webster. 743-4772. Other times in summer.

Iowa
DES MOINES—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m., classes, 11 a.m., Meeting House, 4211 Grand Ave, Phone 274-0583.
DUBUQUE—Meetings in members’ homes. Phone: 1810 Grandivav Ave. or telephone: 450-5505.
IOWA CITY—Unprogrammed Meeting for Worship, 11 a.m. Sunday. Phone: 364-4155. Iowa City. Clerks, Agnes Kuhn and Cathy Lange.

Kansas
LAWRENCE—Oread Friends Meeting, Danforth Chapel, 14th and Jayhawk. Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m.; discussion 11 a.m. Phone 510-8560.
WICHITA—University Friends Meeting, 1840 University Avenue. Unprogrammed Meeting for worship 9:45 a.m. First-day School 9:45 a.m. Meeting for worship 11 a.m. David Kinney, Minister. Phone 262-0471.

Kentucky
LEXINGTON—Unprogrammed worship and First-day School, 4 p.m. For information, call 261-2526.
LOUISVILLE—Meeting for worship 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. followed by Pot Luck supper. 3050 Bon Air Avenue. 40205. Phone: 452-8212.

Louisiana
BATON ROUGE—Worship, 10 a.m., Wesley Foundation, 335 E. Chase S. Clerk: Quen tin A. L. Jenkins; telephone: 343-0019.
NEW ORLEANS—Worship Sundays, 10 a.m., Community Service Center, 405 Magazine Street. Phone 865-3315 or 885-3411.

Maine
BAR HARBOR—Asadi Meeting for Worship 8:30 p.m. in Maine Seacoast Mission, 227 West St., Bar Harbor. Phone: 288-5419, 288-4641, or 288-4644.
CAPE NEDDICK—Seacoast Meeting for Worship, Kuhnhou se, Cape Neddick. Labor Day through April: 10 a.m. call of correspondence, Brenda Kuhn, (207) 383-4139.
MID-COAST AREA—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. Damascotita library. Phone 288-7107 or 288-6153 for information.
PORTLAND—Portland Friends Meeting, Riverton Section, Route 196. Worship and First-day School, 10 a.m. Phone: 773-6894 or 773-5551.
VASSALBRO QUARTERLY MEETING—You are cordially invited to attend Friends meetings or worship groups in the following Maine communities: Bar Harbor, Brooksville, China, Damariscotta, East Vassalboro, Industry, North Fairfield, Orland, Orono, South China and Winthrop Center. For information write Paul Cates, East Vassalboro, ME 04685.

Maryland
ADELPHI—New University of Maryland, 2303 Metzrot Road. School, 11 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m. Deborah James, clerk. Phone: 422-9269.
ANNAPOLIS—Worship, 11 a.m., former St. Paul’s Chapel, Rt. 178 (General’s Hwy.) and Crownsville Rd., Crownsville, Md. Donald Sillars, clerk, (301) 572-0068.
BALTIMORE—Worship 11 a.m.; Story Fun 5116 N. Charles St., 433-3773; Homewood 3107 N. Charles St. 224-4346.
BETHESDA—Sidwell Friends Lower School, Edgemere Lane & Beverly Rd, Classes 10/15, worship 11 a.m. Phone: 332-1156.
FASTON—Third Haven Meeting and First-day School, 10 a.m. 406 South Washington St., Frank Zeigler, clerk, 624-2461; Lorraine Clagget, 822-0669.
SPRING SANDY—Meetinghouse Road, at Rte. 108, Windsor, 10 a.m.; first Sundays, 9:30 only. Classes, 10:30.
UNION BRIDGE—PIPE CREEK MEETING (near)—Worship, 11 a.m.

Massachusetts
ACTON—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 10 a.m., Donlan Hall, corner Massachusetts Ave. and Spruce St, W. Acton. Clerk, Elizabeth H. Boardman, (617) 263-5562.
AMHERST-NORTHAMPTON-GREENFIELD—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. First-day School 10:00 a.m. Mt. Toby Meetinghouse, Route 63 in Leverett. Phone 253-8427.
BOSTON—Worship 11:00 a.m.; fellowship box, 150, Pond Rd., 627-4650. HI Friends House, 6 Chestnut Street, Boston 62108. Phone: 267-8116.
CAMBRIDGE—Longfellow Park (near Harvard Square, jog off Brattle Street). One meeting for worship, 10 a.m. during summer beginning June 15 through September. For information write the H. A. Davis High. Telephone 876-8683.
LAWRENCE—45 Avon St., Bible School, 10 a.m., worship 11 a.m., Monthly Meeting first Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., and 11 a.m., 839-4644.
MASSON—Sunday, 9:30 a.m. Art Center, corner Main and Pleased. 748-1176.
New Jersey

ATLANTIC CITY—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m., South Carolina and Fourth Streets.

BARNEGAT—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Left side of East Bay Ave., traveling east from Route 70.

CAYNE BEACH—Meeting, Grant Street Jetty, Cape May, NJ, Sundays, a.m. Under care of Seaville Meeting.

CROSEWYN—Meeting and First-day School, 10 a.m.

DOVEN—First-day School, 11:15 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m.; baby sitting during worship.

GREENWICH—Friends meeting in historic Greenwich, six miles from Bridgeton. First-day School, 10:30 a.m.; meeting for worship, 11:30 a.m. All ages welcome.

HADDONFIELD—Friends and Lake St. Worship, 10 a.m. First-day School follows, except July. Babysitting provided during both. Phone: 628-6242 or 227-8110.

MANASQUAN—First-day School 9 a.m.; meeting, 11:15 a.m.; Route 36 at Manasquan Circle.

MEDFORD—Main St. First-day School 10 a.m.; Meeting for Worship 10:45 a.m. Summer months—meet at Pleasant Ave. Phone 248-8204.

MICKLETON—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m.; First-day School, 11 a.m. Kings Highway, Mickleton. Phone 409-499-5299 or 0609.

MONTCLAIR—Park Street and Gordonhurst Ave. Meeting and First-day School, 11 a.m. except July & August, 10 a.m. 714-714-8280. Visitors welcome.

MOORESTOWN—Main St. at Chester Ave. Sunday School 9:45 a.m.;Oct. through May (except Dec. and Jan.) Meeting for worship 9 a.m. (9:30 a.m. June through Sept.) and 11 a.m. Visitors welcome.

MOUNT HOLLY—High and Garden Streets, meeting for worship 10:30 a.m. Visitors welcome.

MULLICA HILL—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m. Main St., Mullica Hill, NJ.

NEW BRUNSWICK—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., Quaker House, 30 Renssen Ave., Phone: 653-9271.

PLAINFIELD—Meeting for worship and First-day School 10:30 a.m. Wardhung Ave. and E. Third St., 727-5726. Open Monday through Friday 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

PRINCETON—Meeting for worship, 9:30 and 11 a.m. Summer, 9:30 only. First-day School 11 a.m. Quaker near Mercer St. 237-9284.

QUAKERTOWN—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 10:15 a.m. Clerk, Richard S. Weeder, RD 5, Flemington, NJ 08822. Phone 509-728-0506.

RANCOAS—First-day School, 10 a.m.; meeting for worship, 11 a.m.

RIDGEWOOD—Meeting and First-day School at 10:30 a.m. 224 Highwood Ave.

SALEM—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. First Day School 9:45 a.m. East Broadway, Salem.

SEAVILLE—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Main Shore Road, Route 8, Cape May County. Visitors welcome.

SOUTHAMPTON—Eastern L.I. Administration Bldg., Southampton College, 1st and 3rd First-days.

SHREWSBURY—First-day School, 11 a.m.; meeting for worship, 11 a.m. (July, August) 10 a.m. Route 35 and Sycamore. Phone 741-0148 or 671-2851.

SUMMIT—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m.; First-day School, 11:15 a.m. 150 Southern Boulevard, Chatham Township. Visitors welcome.

TRENTON—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Hanover and Montgomery Streets. Visitors welcome.

WOODBURY—First-day School, 8:45 a.m. Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Main St., Woodstock, N.J. Phone 769-1530.

New Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE—Meeting and First-day School, 10:30 a.m. Memorial Presbyterian Church, N.E. Seely Chandler, clerk. Phone 236-7050.

GALLUP—Sunday, 10 a.m. worship at 1715 Helena Dr. Chuck Dotsch, conferee. 836-4663.

SANTA FE—Meeting Sundays, 11 a.m., Olive Rush Studio, 650 Canyon Road, Santa Fe. Miriam Stothart, clerk.

New York

ALBANY—Worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 727 Madison Ave. Phone 465-3094.

AUBURN—Unprogrammed Meeting, 1 p.m., 7th Day School, 12a. East St. Auburn Prison, 135 St. Auburn NY 13021. Requests must be processed through P.P.P. 

BUFFALO—Meeting and First-day School, 11 a.m. 72 N. Forest Ave., Phone TX-6645.

CHAPPAPA—Quaker Road (Route 120). Meeting for worship and First-day School 10 a.m. Phone 814-329-8864. Clerk: 814-329-8867.

CLINTON—Meeting, Sundays, 10:30 a.m., Kirkland Art Center. On-the-Park. U. L. 3-2843.

CORNWALL—Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. 37 St. 307, off Route 9, Quaker Ave. 914-534-2217.

ELMIRA—10:30 a.m. Sundays, 155 West 6th Street. Phone 701-733-7572.

GAHANVASVILLE—Greenfield & Neversink. Worship, 11 a.m. Sundays at Meeting House.

HAMILTON—Meeting for worship Sunday, 10 a.m. Chapel House, Colgate Univ.

HUDSON—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m. Union St. between 3rd and 5th St. Miss. Margarita G. Mosech, clerk. 518-493-4195.

ITHACA—10 a.m. worship, 11 a.m. First-day School, nursery: Anibel Taylor Hall. Sept.-May. 256-4214.

LONG ISLAND (Queens, Nassau, Suffolk Counties)—Unprogrammed Meetings for Worship. 11 a.m. First Days. unless otherwise noted.

PARKINGDALE—BETHPAGE—Meeting House Rd., opposite Bethpage State Park Clubhouse.

PLUSHING—157-16 Northern Blvd. Discussion Group 10 a.m. First-day School 11 a.m. Open House 2-4 p.m. 1st and 3rd First Days.

RUPERT—Meeting for worship, 10 a.m. School and First-day School, 11 a.m. 914-289-2864.

HUNTINGTON—LLOYD HARBOR—Friends World College, Glover Lane. 516-423-3001.

JERSEY—Old Jericho Tp., off Rte. 100 near junction with 25A.

LOCUST VALLEY—MATINEE—Duck Pond and Rock Rd.

MANHASSET—Northern Blvd, at Shelter Rock Rd. First-day School 9:45 a.m.

ST. JAMES—CONSCIENCE BAY—10 a.m. 50 Acres Rd., near Moriches. First-day School 11:15 a.m. 516-731-2048.

SOUTHAMPTON—EASTERN L.I.—Administration Bldg., Southampton College, 1st and 3rd First-days.
Ohio

CINCINNATI—Clifton Friends Meeting, Wesley Foundation Building, 2171 Clifton Ave. Meeting for worship 10 a.m. Phone: 267-2862.

CINCINNATI—Community Meeting (United) FGC & FUM—Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m., 3908 Winding Way, 45215. (513) 433-4863. Wilhelmina Brandon, clerk. (513) 221-0072.

CLEVELAND—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 1916 Magnolia Dr. 791-2220.

DELAWARE—at O.W.U. Phillips Hall, 10 a.m. Twice monthly unprogrammed meeting for worship. Contact Mary Lea Bailey, 360-4133 or Dottie Wolosz, 363-3701.

HUDSON—Unprogrammed Friends Meeting for worship, Sunday 4 p.m. at The Old Church of the Green, 1 E. Main St., Hudson. (216) 653-3555.

KENT—Meeting for First-day School, 10:30 a.m.; meeting & First-day School, 11 a.m. E. Quaker Street at Freeman Rd. Phone: 663-5308.

Poughkeepsie—240 Hooker Ave, 454-2870. Unprogrammed meeting, 8:15 a.m.; meeting school, 10:15 a.m.; programmed meeting, 11 a.m.; Unprogrammed worship, 11 a.m. Phone: 518-597-2292.

PURCHASE—Purchase Street (Route 129) at Lake Street, Purchase, New York. First-day School, 11 a.m.; meeting, 11 a.m. Clerk, Maryanne Lockyer, Sunset Dr., Thornebrook, NY 10594. (914) 793-4494.

ROCHESTER—Unprogrammed, 11 a.m. Saturdays from mid-April to mid-October, in the Meetinghouse in Quaker Street village, NY. 7, south of US Rt. 20. For winter meetings call clerk Joel Fleck, (518) 685-2034.

ROCHESTER—Meeting and 1st-day School, 11 a.m. 9/4-14; 10 a.m. 9/5-9/6; 41 Westminster Rd.

ROCKLAND—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 60 Leber Rd., Blauvelt. Contact: Virginia Milberg. 

RYE—Milton First-day School, 11 a.m. E. Quaker Street.

SOUTHOLD—Grove Meeting: Inst. 10:15 a.m., 10:45 a.m. at 223 Hillside Ave. Phone: 662-3105.

TRENTON—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 1185 Fairchild Ave. Phone: 673-5336.

N. COLUMBUS—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m.; Indianapolis Col. Friends, 10 a.m.; programmed worship, 11 a.m. Masters Hall, College.

WASHINGTON—Meeting, 10:30 a.m.; Adult Forum, 11 a.m. Masters Hall, College. (513) 433-0167.

NORTH CANTON—Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m., 482 Magnolia Dr. Wilhelmina Brandon, clerk. (513) 221-0072.

ST. LOUIS—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m.; First-day School, 11 a.m. St. Louis University. (314) 454-2863.

HAMBURG—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 1916 Magnolia Dr. 791-2220.

DELAWARE—at O.W.U. Phillips Hall, 10 a.m. Twice monthly unprogrammed meeting for worship. Contact Mary Lea Bailey, 360-4133 or Dottie Wolosz, 363-3701.

HUDSON—Unprogrammed Friends Meeting for worship, Sunday 4 p.m. at The Old Church of the Green, 1 E. Main St., Hudson. (216) 653-3555.

KENT—Meeting for First-day School, 10:30 a.m.; meeting & First-day School, 11 a.m. E. Quaker Street at Freeman Rd. Phone: 663-5308.

Poughkeepsie—240 Hooker Ave, 454-2870. Unprogrammed meeting, 8:15 a.m.; meeting school, 10:15 a.m.; programmed meeting, 11 a.m.; Unprogrammed worship, 11 a.m. Phone: 518-597-2292.

PURCHASE—Purchase Street (Route 129) at Lake Street, Purchase, New York. First-day School, 11 a.m.; meeting, 11 a.m. Clerk, Maryanne Lockyer, Sunset Dr., Thornebrook, NY 10594. (914) 793-4494.

ROCHESTER—Meeting and 1st-day School, 11 a.m. 9/4-14; 10 a.m. 9/5-9/6; 41 Westminster Rd.

ROCKLAND—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 60 Leber Rd., Blauvelt. Contact: Virginia Milberg. 

RYE—Milton First-day School, 11 a.m. E. Quaker Street.

SOUTHOLD—Grove Meeting: Inst. 10:15 a.m., 10:45 a.m. at 223 Hillside Ave. Phone: 662-3105.

TRENTON—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 11 a.m., 1185 Fairchild Ave. Phone: 673-5336.

N. COLUMBUS—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m.; Indianapolis Col. Friends, 10 a.m.; programmed worship, 11 a.m. Masters Hall, College.

WASHINGTON—Meeting, 10:30 a.m.; Adult Forum, 11 a.m. Masters Hall, College. (513) 433-0167.

NORTH CANTON—Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m., 482 Magnolia Dr. Wilhelmina Brandon, clerk. (513) 221-0072.

ST. LOUIS—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m.; First-day School, 11 a.m. St. Louis University. (314) 454-2863.
South Dakota

SIOUX FALLS—Unprogrammed meeting, 10 a.m., 2900 S. Summit (67165), 605-334-7094.

Tennessee

NASHVILLE—Meeting and First-day School, Sundays, 10:30 a.m., 2804 Acklen Ave. Clerk, Bob Lough. Phone: (615) 269-2231.

West Virginia

CHARLESTON—Worship, Sundays, 10:30-11:30 a.m.; YWCA, 115 Quarrier St. Pam Callard, clerk. Phone 342-8838 for information.

Wisconsin

BELoit—See Rockford, Illinois.

GREEN BAY—Meeting for worship and First-day School, 12 noon. Phone Sheila Thomas, 437-4236.

Madison—Sunday, 11 a.m., Friends House, 2902 Monroe St., 256-2249; and 11:15, Yatara Allowed Meeting, 610 Riverside Drive, 256-7555.

WAUSA—Meetings in members' homes. Write 3320 N. 11th or telephone 942-1130.

Do-It-Yourself

This is a do-it-yourself space. And as you do it, you'll be helping yourself, your Meeting, another Friend or Friends Journal. Here's what you can do:

In this space write out a classified ad and send it to us. You'll be amazed at the high response and low cost.

Or in this space give us the name of someone who might want to receive the Journal. We'll send a sample copy and see what happens.

Or if you are changing your name or address, remove the mailing label from the magazine, attach it in this space, make the changes and send it to us. Do this as far in advance as you can because it may take up to six weeks to change the computer.
EDUCATION FOR A SMALL PLANET

EARN YOUR B.A. DEGREE
IN A CONTEXT OF
SOCIAL CONCERN AND
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE.
A Four Year Program
of Academic and
Experiential Learning
with Centers in:
NORTH AMERICA -
LATIN AMERICA - EUROPE -
AFRICA - INDIA - JAPAN
The Wandering
Scholars
Freshman & Transfer Openings
FRIENDS WORLD COLLEGE
Box J., Huntingdon, N.Y. 11743 + (516) 549-1102

BUY ANY BOOK IN PRINT

Visit or Call
FRIENDS BOOK STORE
302 ARCH ST.
PHILADELPHIA 19106
Telephone: MA 7-3576
Hours: Weekdays 9-5

Counseling Service
Family Relations Committee
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
For appointment call counselors
between 8 and 10 P.M.
Valerie G. Gladfelter, A.C.S.W.,
Willingboro, N.J., 609-871-3397
(May call her 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
Rachel T. Hare-Mustin, Ph.D.,
Wayne, 215-687-1130
(Also has office in Delaware.)
David Harley, A.C.S.W., Bethle­
hem Area, 215-437-1396
Josephine W. Johns, M.A., Media,
Pa., 609-723-48
Helen H. McKoy, M.Ed., German­
town, GE 8-4322
Holland McSwain, Jr., A.C.S.W.,
West Chester, 436-4901
Christopher Nicholson, A.C.S.W.,
Germantown, VI 4-7076.
Annemargret L. Osterkamp,
A.C.S.W.,
Center City, GE 8-2929
Alexander F. Scott, M.S.S., Wynne­
wood, 215-642-0166
Consultants: Ross Roby, M.D.,
Howard Page Wood, M.D.

The Unspoiled Resort

EVERYTHING’S COMING UP ROS­
ES, and peonies and petunias and
snapdragons at Mohonk’s perennial­ly
popular Garden Holiday, August
25-29. A full program featuring lec­
tures, informal gardening tips, floral
arrangements and leisurely on-site
inspections of the award winning
Mohonk gardens and greenhouses
are all planned for our green thumb
guests. Special package rates are
available. For further informa­
tion or reservations, call (212) 233-
2244 or write:

MOHONK MOUNTAIN HOUSE
90 miles from N.Y.C., NYS Thruway Exit 18
LAKE MOHONK • NEW PALTZ, N.Y. 12451